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Abstract 
This paper introduces a kind of second-order algebras, called binding algebras, which is an 
algebraic generalization of Aczel’s (1980) Frege structure. It investigates the universal property of 
binding algebras by following Birkhoff’s (1935) method. An equational logic F&A is introduced. 
We obtain its admissible completeness. The relationship between completeness and the admissible 
completeness i very close and will be discussed. @ 1999 -Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Introduction and overview 
Aczel introduced the concept of “Frege structures” with the intention of giving a 
coherent context for the rigorous development of Frege’s logical notion of sets and an 
explanation of Russell’s paradox [l]. It is a significant contribution to the theory of 
rules and proofs in constructive mathematics. For some applications of Frege structures, 
see [3,9, 14,151. 
In a framework for binding operators [29], we introduce an algebraic generalization 
of Frege structures, i.e. binding algebras. For such a generalization, we take arbitrary 
finite numbers of bindings as primitives and extend the usual first-order algebra to a 
second-order algebra, called an extensional binding algebra (eBA). This eBA, B, has a 
signature of Z;N~~* X ~~~~ where Nat is the set of natural numbers, since we only consider 
the single-sorted case. The operators 0’s in signature C,vals x~at are of second-order, 
and they are called binding operators (BOs). For example, the existential quantifier 3 
of first-order logic, the lambda-abstraction operator ,? and the application operator app 
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of Lambda calculus are BOs with their signatures of 3, A E C(i,o) and app E C(E,2) where 
E means the empty list. The carrier of an eBA, B, is a pair (B, {gm 1 m E Nut}) where 
B is a set of ordinary objects and 9m is some part of the function space Bm --+ B. These 
carriers are explicitly closed in Aczel’s sense [1], i.e. they are closed under constant 
functions, projection functions and function compositions. The interpretations J%~‘s of 
BOs 0’s over an eBA, B, are second-order functionals which satisfy the conditions of 
Aczel’s F-functional [I] (this is called the uniformity in this paper). It turns out that 
an eBA is a generalization of the following: 
(i) first-order algebras, 
(ii) Kechris and Moschovakis’ suitable class of functionals [ 171, 
(iii) Volken’s A-family in [2, p. 1271, 
(iv) Scott-Plotkin’s Pm-model of lambda calculus [26], 
(v) Girard’s qualitative domain of F system [lo]. 
Naturally, following Birkhoff [4], we would like to characterize eBAs equationally. 
Kechris and Moschovakis’ Enumeration Theorem [ 171 suggests that such an algebraic 
characterization might be possible. That is, we expect that a certain Birkhoff-like the- 
orem which establishes that the following four statements are equivalent: 
(a) B keBAp N q, where p and q are (binding) terms (i.e. including ordinary terms 
and function terms); 
(b) I = 1(*141) for every i : T + B, where T is the term eBA, [ is a (binding) 
homomorphism, and ~1 and l 1 mean the elements in T designated by binding 
terms p and q respectively (see the comments after Definition 3.1.4); 
(c) hPb%l) E nC:T+B Ker(i), where Ker(c) is the (binding) kernel of (binding) 
homomorphism {, and l IpI and l I4l mean the elements in T designated by binding 
terms p and q, respectively; 
(d) T/6’ ke~*p E q, where T/B is a quotient eBA and 0 is a binding congruence such 
that 0 = &.,.+a Ker( i). 
Unfortunately, eBAs and the usual (binding) satisfaction +;ea~ of binding equations 
(in Birkhoff’s approach) do not work, i.e. (b) and (c) above are not equivalent. We, 
therefore, seek a remedy. 
To this end, we find a condition on the satisfaction k:en~ which makes the Birkhoff’s 
approach work. This condition is necessary and sufficient for equivalence between 
(b) and (c) to hold, and we call it an admissible condition. That is, let Mod(T) be 
the class of eBAs satisfying r (r is a set of binding equations p ~q), the equiv- 
alence between (1) and (2) below is valid iff we, in general, relax the satisfaction 
t= en~ to the admissible satisfaction F=en~ (where the dot ’ on top of bea* means 
admissibility) and replace Mod(T) by a larger class Adm(T), where B~Adm(r) if 
B I%BA~: 
(1) Mod(~)kes~ p%q- 
(2) T/6 F~BA p=q where 6 is ~BEMod~r~Ker(B) and Ker(B) is &r,nKev(i). 
This admissible condition turns out to be weaker than Plotkin’s logical relations [23,27] 
in the sense that “logical” implies “admissible”. An equational logic Fens for binding 
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equations is obtained, which is admissibly sound and complete (i.e. admissible equa- 
tional logic). This admissible equational logic Fe** is defined in the judgement form of 
rF’e*Apzq or simply TFp-q. 
It has identity rule {p N q} Fp N q, rejexivity rule Fp N p, symmetry rule: 
transitivity rule 
TFp”q,q”Y 
rFp%r 
weakening rule 
rFp-Pq 
rurvpLpq 
cut rule (or Modus Ponens) 
rF-pl =q1,p2=q2,..., Pk”qk;{p,~ql,P2Nq2,...,PkNqk}~pLPq 
rFp3j 
with extra rules in the following: 
F(Z: t) N (y: t[x’:=y’]) 
where (2: t) is a function term and distinct (ordinary) variables in list x’ are bound in 
(ordinary) term t, variables in list y’ do not occur in FreeVar(t) - {_?I and t[? := F ] 
is the result of the usual simultaneously substituting y for x’ (i.e. an ordinary variable 
substitution). 
(5) 
3. (Y) 
rF(y’: t)-(Z:u) 
r tqy’:=x’] N ug:=x’] 
where ordinary variables in list x’ do not occur in either FreeVar(t) - {y’} or 
FreeVar(u) - {Z}. 
4. (b-sub) 
where 7 is a list of distinct function variables, x’ is a list of distinct ordinary 
variables, .rr is a list of function terms, and u’ is a list of ordinary terms. 
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5. (cmp-I) 
rFt,czul,t2~U2 )...) &NU, 
r~f(tl,tz,...,tn)=f(UI,U2,...,Un) 
where f is a function variable with arity n. 
6. (cmp-2) 
rFftlEful,ftz=fUz )...) ftr”fut,t,“u1,t2-U2 ,..., tn=u, 
r~~(ftl,ft2,...,ftf,tl,t2,..., tn)PVa(ful,fUZ,...,fU/,Ul,U2,...,U,) 
where 0 E C(,an) with e = (riil (the length of list r7i), fti and fui are function terms 
with arity mi (ith element of list ITi and 1 < i < 0, tj and ui are ordinary terms with 
1 <j<n. 
The relation between the satisfaction b=eu~ and the admissible satisfaction ken* will 
be discussed in Section 9.3, although the relationship is not completely worked out. 
Some problems remain open. 
For some applications of the equational logic Fen*, see [24,29,30]. 
Meinke gives a systematic account of general higher-order algebras in [19]. In con- 
trast to ours, his approach is to use the non-standard method introduced by Henkin. 
The inter-relationship between his results and ours certainly merits a futher investiga- 
tion. He also presents a reason for the importance of second-order algebras in [20]. 
Moller treats higher-order algebras by using ordered approach [21]. Others such as 
Poigne, Dybjer, Parsaye-Ghomi, Maibaum and Lucena also treat (general) higher-order 
algebras by using category theory [25,7,22,18]. Our treatment of specific second-order 
algebras (binding algebras) in Birkhoff’s approach is believed to be unique if not the 
best. A connection between binding algebras and either Cartesian-closed categories or 
2-categories is treated in [29, pp. 288-292, 54-551, respectively. This connection will 
not be explored here. 
The paper is organized into 9 sections as follows. Section 2 introduces many basics 
of extensional binding alegbras (eBAs); e.g. Section 2.1 briefly introduces the syn- 
tax of binding algebras (i.e. binding terms), Section 2.2 gives the formal definitions of 
eBAs and the satisfaction ken*, Section 2.3 introduces the concepts of sub-eBAs (sub- 
algebras), perfect sub-eBAs (subalgebras with the extensionality) and binding homo- 
morphisms (eBHs), Section 2.4 discusses the properties of sub-eBAs and generated 
sub-eBAs, and Section 2.5 presents the relationships between eBHs and the generated 
eBAs. Section 3 introduces the term eBA T; e.g. Section 3.1 constructs the term eBA, 
and Section 3.2 discusses the generatability of the term eBA. Section 4 is devoted to 
the universal property of eBAs - the free eBAs. Section 5 introduces the binding con- 
gruences (eBCs) and the quotient eBAs. Section 6 introduces the admissible freeness 
of eBAs. Section 7 gives the definitions of the admissible binding equations and the 
admissible Birkhoff’s theorem. Section 8 proves the admissible completeness of the 
equational logic Feat. Some discussions are provided in Section 9, where Section 9.1 
discusses the admissible variety problem of eBAs, Section 9.2 gives the relationship 
between Plotkin’s logical relations and the admissibility, and finally, and Section 9.3 
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discusses the relationship between the completeness and the admissible completeness 
of the equational logic Fen*. Since all proofs involved in this paper can be found in 
[29], almost all proofs are left out for simplicity. 
2. Extensional binding algebras (eBAs) 
2.1. Binding terms (BTs) 
Let V be a countably infinite set of ordinary variables with a linear order; let x, y,z . . . 
range over V; x’, y’,Z.. . range over lists of (distinct) ordinary variables. Let 3 be a 
family of F, (the set of function variables with arity m, where m > 0) and f, . . . range 
over F’. For all m 3 0, F, and V are all disjoint from each other. 
Definition 2.1.1 (Binding terms BT). Suppose that C is the (binding) signature and 
BT (binding terms) is a pair of (T, FT) where T is the set of ordinary terms and 
FT is the family of FT, the set of function terms with arity m (m E Nat). They are 
generated by using the formation rules: 
XEV 
1. - 
XET 
2. 
tl, t2,. . , t, E T 
f(ti,tz>...,tn)E T 
(f EF, andnENut) 
3. 
tE T;XI,Xz,..,,Xk E v 
(x,$2 ,..., ;ck : t) EFTk 
(Xi # Xj if i # j) 
4. for (4, n) E Nat* xNut and e = lr7il (the length of list 2) 
ft, E FT,, ,ft2 E FT,,,2, . . . ,ft, E FT,,,t; tl, tz . . . > tn E T 
o(ft,,ft2,...,ft,,tl,t2,...,tn)ET (a E C(S,~) 1
The above definition deserves some explanation: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
for a conceptual reason, we keep zero (null) binding term (E : t) different from 
ordinary term t; 
when n = 0, the second condition above becomes 
when k = 0, the third condition becomes 
tET 
(E : t) E FTo ’ 
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(4) when the length of list rTi is zero (i.e. 8 = 0), the fourth condition becomes 
(i.e. this e is a usual first-order operator); furthermore, if also II = 0, it will become 
(i.e. this G is the usual constant operator); 
(5) when IZ = 0, the fourth condition becomes 
3, EFT,, ,f& tFTm,,...,& EFT,, 
d_fq,&....ftd)~T (0 E +a,o,). 
Also, we obviously have F, I-Y FT,,, = 8 (m B 0) and V C T. 
Later, for convenience, we introduce some abbreviation as follows: 
(a) f(G,fi,..., tn) is often abbreviated as f(z) such that ra = I?] and tj is the jth 
element of list E 
(b) (x1,x2,. . . ,& : t) is sometimes shortened as (2: t) where k = 121; 
(C) aCft,,ft2,...,fte,t1,tz,..., t,) is usually written as o(ft, ?) where 8= If’t[ and II= /Fl. 
2.2. eBAs and their satisfaction keep 
Let B be a set of ordinary objects, and let 9n be a subset of function space B” -+ B 
for n > 0. 
Definition 2.2.1 (Explicitly closedness). A family (B, (9jj 1 n E Nat}) is called expli- 
citly closed iff 
(constant) for each n 2 0 and b E B, there is a unique function C,,b E & such that 
C,,b(Z) = b for all a’~ B”; 
(projection) for each n > 0 and 1~ i Q n, there is a unique function, named It,,i E Fn, 
such that rt,,i(g) = bi for all $E B” (where bi is the ith element of list g); 
(composition) for n >O and k >O, given g E & and gi E & (1 <i<n), there is a 
unique function h E & such that h(g) = g(gl(g), 92(g), . . . , g”(z)) or h = g o (gl, 92, 
. . . , gn); sometimes it is further abbreviated as g(G). 
Informally, the explicit closedness of a family means that the family is closed under 
constant functions, projection functions and function compositions. Such a closure is 
not necessarily preserved by any map over the family. We, therefore, introduce the 
concept of uniformity over the family. 
Definition 2.2.2 (Uniformity). For G E Cc+) (e= [G]), an interpretation of it is, in 
general, a second-order functional B0 : Fj, x Pm, x . . . x9& x B” -+ B. This functional 
B0 is uniform over an explicitly closed family (B, {& ) n E Nat}) iff for any k 2 0, 
@‘en gi E &+m, (1 <i<e) and gc+j E Fk (1 <j <n), the function h is in & where 
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h(g)=a,,(&c’) for all 6cBk, where hi(Z)=gi(Z,a’) for all a’~B”‘l (l<i<e) and 
Cj=Yf+j(J) (1 <j<n). 
Note that hi (the ith element of list i) is in %m,, since 
hi=~io(~m,,b~~~m,,b~~~~~~~m,,b~~~m,,l~~rn,,2~~~~~~rn,,rn,) 
for l<i<L where bjEB and l<j<k=$l. 
Now, we are able to define an extensional binding algebra (eBA) as following. 
Definition 2.2.3 (eBA). An extensional binding algebra (or eBA) B is a pair of (%‘, 
3?) such that 
1. SB=(B,{~+z~Nut}) . IS an explicitly closed family; 
2. g=U(~,n)ENat*xNat (~49~ ) o E C,++} and for each cr E Ct+) g0 is uniform over %B. 
For example, classical first-order algebras are special cases of eBAs. More specific- 
ally, let A = (A, d) be a classical first-order algebra with signature C’ = UnENat Cl, 
where o E CL means that cr is a first-order operation with arity n. Let B = (F’, ~8’) be 
an eBA with signature C = IJtri,n)ENat* xNat C(G,,) where (a) the signature Cl,,) = CL 
and C(*+) = 0 if I?i # E, (b) carrier B = A and function carrier E is the full function 
space from carrier A” to A with n E Nut, (c) Bv = ~2~ for 0 EC’. Obviously, %B is 
explicitly closed and gU is uniform over full function spaces in %“IB. 
Compared to Kechris and Moschovakis’ suitable classes of hmctionals in [17], an 
eBA is said to be a generalized case of them in the following sense: (a) the first con- 
dition of eBAs corresponds to the composition of “addition of variables” (closed under 
constants), “substitution of projections” (closed under projections) and “compositions” 
(closed under function compositions); (b) the second condition of eBAs corresponds 
to “functional substitutions”; (c) the other conditions for a suitable class of functionals 
are actually limited to the standard model of natural numbers. Also, their concept of 
concentration of a suitable class of functionals is similar to the explicit closedness. 
Another example of eBAs is Scott-Plotkin’s Po-model of lambda calculus [26]. 
To see this clearer, let B be PO and %n be the continuous function space from n 
product of PO to Pw. Apparently, this (B, {& 1 n E Nat}) is explicitly closed. Then 
given k E Nut we have that [A] o (curryk,t (g), h) and i[app] o (hl, h2) are continuous for 
each g E %k+l and every h, hl, h2 E %jj. This implies that [,I] and [app] are uniform over 
(B, {Fj 1 n E Nat}). 
A fourth example of eBAs is Girard’s qualitative domains in F system [lo]. More 
specifically, let B be a qualitative domain and %a be the stable function space from 
B” to B. Obviously, this %B is explicitly closed. Furthermore, Theorem 1.1 l(i) and 
(ii) in [lo] guarantee that [J]l (i.e. (i)) and [app] (i.e. (ii)) are uniform over the stable 
function spaces in %B. 
Volken’s A-family is a special case of an eBA, see [29, pp. 2862881 for details. 
Let B be an eBA, a valuation p’ on B is a family of functions p (from V to B) 
and Pk (from Fk to %k ) for k E Nat. Later, we will denote a valuation p’ as a pair of 
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(p, @) where @ iS a family Of (Pk ((Pk = Pk) for k E Nat, or Simply denote it as (p, cp). 
Sometimes, we call a valuation p’ an environment. 
Let (p,cp) be a valuation on B. Then for any x E V and a E B, p[a/x] can be 
defined by 
As/xl(y) = 
{ 
P(Y) if y # 4 
a if y=x. 
From this, we have (I) that p[a/x][b/x] =p[b/x] for all a, b E B and (2) that p[a/x][b/y] 
= p[b/y][a/x] if x # y, for all a, b E B. Therefore, we can let p[Z/_?] be p[al/xl][a2/x2] 
. . . [a,&] where Ia’] = 121 = k, since the result does not depend on the order of the 
appearences of (ordinary) variables. 
Definition 2.2.4 (Interpretation in an eBA). Let B be an eBA, and (p,cp) be a valu- 
ation of ordinary variables V and function variables in F on B. An interpretation 
GJ[ l ](p, cp) of binding terms l in BT over B under the environment (p, cp) is defined 
inductively by 
1. 
2. 
g[X](P, q)=dfP(x) for X E vi 
3. 
~uf(~)](p,~)=df(P(f)(~l[~](P,(P)) for f E F,, and ti E T (1 <j<n), where I?l=n 
and C@](p,‘p) is the abbreviation of the list SY’l[tl](p,cp), B[t2](p, cp),. . .,B[t,,] 
(PY cp); 
~a(~,~)](P,cP)=df~)a(~~~](P,(P),~~~(P,(P)) for aEC(s,n)tftiEFTm, (1 <i<e> 
and tjET (1 <j<n>, where Iftl= jITil=f and 99[yt](p,(p) is the abbreviation of 
the list W&](p, cp), ~UG](p, cp), . . . , ~‘IIftrn(p, cp); 
4. g[(.?: t)](p, q)=df g, where g(a’) =df g’l[t](p[i;lx’], cp) and Ia’1 = 121. 
if 
[n general, a binding term p “is equal to” another binding term q, written as p z q, 
and only if (iff) all evaluations of the two binding terms under every environment 
are the same. Formally 
Definition 2.2.5 (Satisfaction key*). B keBA p 21 q iff .CQpn(p, 40) = 9Q](p, cp) for 
every environment (p, ‘p) over an eBA B. 
Note that the admissible satisfaction I+* will be defined in Definition 7.1. 
2.3. Sub-eBAs, perfect sub-eBAs and binding homomorphisms (eBHs) 
As we know, first-order subalgebras have the following two properties: 
1. each subalgebra is closed under functionality (or compositionality), and 
2. each subalgebra is an algebra if it is restricted to its basis. 
Note that the above 1 means that a function applying to elements in domains of a 
subalgebra results in a element still being in the domain of the subalgebra. 
However, an sub-extensional binding algebra (or sub-eBA) only possesses the first 
property above not necessarily the second property. The loss of possession of the 
second property comes from the fact that function spaces are available in eBAs but 
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not available in first-order algebras. Because of this loss, it is our intention to introduce 
a concept of “perfect” sub-eBAs alongside with sub-eBAs. This “perfect” sub-eBA is 
a sub-eBA with the second property. Also, this “perfectness” turns out to be very 
important to the admissibility in Section 6. 
Definition 2.3.1 (sub-e&4). Let B be an eBA. B’ = (.F”, @) is a sub-extensional 
binding algebra (or a sub-eBA) iff 
1. P’ = (B’, {Pi 1 n E Nat}) such that B’ C B and 9, C & for n E Nat, 
2. FB’ is explicitly closed, and 
3. for each r~ E C(G,~), .%9: = 9Y0 and &?A is uniform over 9”. 
Sometimes, we use B’+ B to mean that B’ is a sub-eBA of B. 
Definition 2.3.2 (perfect sub-eBA). Let B’ be a sub-eBA of an eBA B, i.e. B’ 5 B. 
B’ is said to be a perfect sub-eBA of the eBA B, written as B’ <B, iff B’ has the 
extensionality on its basis B’, i.e. for n > 0 and given g, h E Fn’, g(Z) = h(Z) for all 
a,i E B’ implies g = h, where ai is the jth element in the list a’. 
It is easy to verify that a perfect sub-eBA is an eBA if we restrict it to its basis. 
Next, we are to introduce a concept of the (extensional) binding homomorphisms 
(eBHs). We understand that a (first-order) homomorphism is basically a function 
which preserves functionality (or compositionality). However, for binding homomor- 
phisms, some minimal requirements are needed besides functionality. Informally, these 
requirements can be expressed by certain preservations, i.e. preservations of certain 
primitive functions like constant functions, projection functions and compositions of 
functions. 
Definition 2.3.3 (Binding homomorphisms ~ eBHs). A (extensional) binding homo- 
morphism (eBH) [ from an eBA B to another eBA B’, written as [: B-+ B’, is a 
family of both a function from B to B’ and functionals from 9n to 9; for each 
n E Nat such that 
1. (functionality) c(g($)) = [(g)(Z), where g E & (k 20) and aj = [(bj) (1 <j <k); 
2. (constant) [(Cn,b) = C,,,, where b E B, a = i(b) and n E Nat; 
3. (projection) ~(r~~,i)=&, where n>O and 1 <i<n; 
4. (composition) [(go(@)=i(g)o(<(~)) where i(z) is the list of ((hl), i(hz),...,[(h,) 
(n = lgl); 
5. (uniformity) i(98V o ($,@)=g’:, o (g71,@ for c E C(z,,) and each gi E &+* 
(l<i<e=lG;l) and hjE& (ldj<n), where g~=curry~,,~(g~), g~=curryk,,, 
(i(gi)) and h: = i(h, ). 
2.4. Sub-eBAs and the generated sub-eBAs 
It can be verified that the intersection of two sub-eBAs is a sub-eBAs. Formally, 
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Lemma 2.4.1 (Intersection of two sub-eBAs). Let A’,, A’2 + A. Then, A’1 fl A’2 4 A, 
where A’, n Afz is (B, n B2,PA: n F*;) such that .FAi rl FA; = {FmA’ n F,,Ai 1 m E 
Nat). 
Lemma 2.4.1 can be extended from two sub-eBAs to a class of sub-eBAs. Formally 
Lemma 2.4.2 (Intersection of sub-eBAs). Let 3C be a class of sub-eBAs of an 
eBA A. Then n37+ A. 
As an analogy to the usual first-order generated subalgebras, we introduce a concept 
of sub-eBAs generated by a sub-structure. 
Definition 2.4.3 (Generated sub-eBA). Let X be a family of both X and & which 
are subsets of A and & of an eBA A (k aO>, respectively. The smallest sub-eBA 
containing X, written as [X] or Sub(X), is n ~87 where %C = {A’ 1 A’ 4 A and X 2 A’}. 
To justify the word “generated”, we show how to construct the least sub-eBA [Xl, 
which contains X, as follows. 
Definition 2.4.4 (Extension ext from a base). The extension of X, ext(X), is a family 
of both ext(X) and e&(X) (k E Nut), where 
1. ext(X)=~fXU{g(ii)jgEX, for some mAajEX(l<j<m)} 
u {0(&z) 1 CT E c (lii,,)AgjEXm,(ldidlrSiI)AUjEX(l~jdn)} 
2. extk(x) =df xk u {Ck,a lacx} u {nk,i) 1 <i6k} 
U {go@ IgEX, AhjEXk (l<j<m) for m>O} 
u {CA o (curr~k,&i),@ 1 fJ E ~(r?i,n) Agi EXmi+k “hj EXk}. 
Let extJ+‘(X) =ext(extJ(X)) (~20) where ext’(xX) is X. In what follows, we first 
show that the extension grows larger and larger by repeatedly applying ext. Then, we 
verify (a) that the least upper bound of such extensions forms a sub-eBA and (b) that 
it coincides with the generated sub-eBA. 
Lemma 2.4.5 (Monotonicity of ext). (a) extj(X) C extj+‘(X), for any j > 0; (b) 
extj(X) C extj’(X) for any 0 <j < j’. 
Therefore, 
Lemma 2.4.6 (Boundness of ext). extj(X) 2 FA for any j 3 0, where X C A. 
Then, we confirm that the least upper bound of such extensions (repeatedly applying 
ext to X which is inside of an eBA A) is an sub-eBA of the eBA A. 
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Lemma 2.4.7 (Countably-limit of ext). (a) UiEoextj(X) is explicitly closed; 
(b) for any CJ E C~Z,~), its interpretation (r A is uniform over the countable limit 
UjEw extj(X). 
Furthermore, 
Theorem 2.4.8 (ext and sub-eBA). The countable limit is a sub-eBA, i.e. Uj,,extj 
(X) 3 A provided X C A. 
From Theorem 2.4.8, we know that a sub-eBA can be constructed from X. In what 
follows, we show that it is indeed the generated sub-eBA containing X. 
From Lemma 2.4.6, we understand that ext(X) C flcxl and extj(X) 5 F[~], for any 
j > 0. So, the countable limit UjE,, extj(X) C [Xl. Subsequently, by both Theorem 2.4.8 
and Definition 2.4.3, we have the following: 
Theorem 2.4.9 (ext and the generated sub-eBA). The countable limit is a generated 
sub-eBA, i.e. lJjEW extj(X) = [Xl, provided X C A. 
This theorem justifies the terminology of “generated” sub-eBAs, and it says that 
[X] is the sub-eBA generated by X. Let A be an eBA and X be a sub-collections of 
A, then A is said to be the eBA generated from X if [X] = A. From this, we are led 
to the following: the restriction of a perfect sub-algebra to its base forms a new eBA. 
Formally, 
Lemma 2.4.10 (Perfect sub-eBA and eBA). Let A be an eBA, and A’ be a perfect 
sub-eBA of the eBA A (i.e. A’ 3 A). Then, the result of restricting A’ to its base A’, 
i.e. A’[AJ, is an (new) eBA, where F--(“r,() = (FA’)[A, = {FjA’ [A, ( no E Nat}. 
Note that the domain Am of a function g : A” -+ A in F(A)A’ is in a product of 
multiple copies of A for some m 20; and F(A)A’ [A/ is to limit the domains of its 
functions (e.g. g) to the products (A’)m of multiple copies of A’ where A’ 2 A. 
The large difference between an eBA and a sub-eBA (or between a perfect sub-eBA 
and a sub-eBA) is the extensionality. Because of the extensionality and the presence 
of function carriers in eBAs, we lose some important properties. For example, see 
Theorem 5.16, whether can we drop off the condition “onto” on an ordinary eBH? 
This “dropping-or’ plays a crucial role in showing that an eBA is a free eBA over a 
class x of eBAs. To obtain a positive answer, we consequently have to introduce the 
“admissible” concept in Section 6. 
2.5. eBHs and their uniqueness over generated eBAs 
This section is mainly to prove Theorem 2.5.9, which is important in Section 4 
(related to the free eBAs). First, we show that binding homomorphims (eBHs) pre- 
serve “explicit closedness” (Lemma 2.5.1). The preservation of the uniformity under 
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eBHs follows after that (Lemma 2.5.2). Therefore, an image of an eBH is a sub-eBA 
(Lemma 2.5.3). 
Lemma 2.5.1 (Explicit-closedness preserved by eBHs). Let A and A’ be eBAs, where 
A =(A, {Fjj, 1 m ENat}); [ b e an eBH from A to A’. Thus, if a sub-family (A’, (??k 1 k 
E Nat}) of the family (A, {Fj 1 k E Nat}) is explicitly closed, so is i(9). 
Second, eBHs preserve the “uniformity” over explicitly-closed families. Formally, 
Lemma 2.5.2 (Uniformity preserved by eBHs). Let A and A’ be eBAs, where A = 
(A,{% /mENat}); 4’ b e an eBH from A to A’; 9 C 9 be explicitly closed. Then, if 
an interpretation aA is uniform over 9, then so is its image interpretation aA’ over 
i(W. 
Hence, we can conclude that the image of an eBH is a sub-eBA. That is, 
Lemma 2.5.3 (sub-eBA and image of an eBH). Let A and A’ be eBAs, < be an eBH 
from A to A’. Then, the image of the eBA A under the eBH 5 is a sub-eBA of the 
eBA A’, i.e. ((A) 4 A’. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemmas 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. Cl 
Consequently, we have that eBHs preserve sub-eBAs. Formally, 
Lemma 2.5.4 (sub-eBAs preserved by eBHs). Let A and A’ be eBAs, [ be an eBH 
from A to A’, and A” be a sub-eBA of the eBA A (i.e. A” 4 A). Then, the image 
of a sub-eBA A” is a sub-eBA of the co-domain eBA A’, i.e. ((A”) + A’. 
Next, a composition of two eBHs is a eBH. That is, 
Lemma 2.5.5 (Composition of eBHs). Let A, A’, and A” be eBAs, [’ be an eBH 
from A to A’ and [ be an eBH from A’ to A”. Then, the composition [ o [’ is an 
eBH from A to A”. 
Now, two eBHs agree on the extension ext(X) if they agree on X. 
Lemma 2.5.6 (ext and eBHs). Let A and A’ be eBAs; where A = (A, {Pm / m E Nat}), 
and X be a sub-family (X, {Xk 1 k E Nat}) of the family (A, {Fj ) m E Nat}). Thus, if 
two eBHs [, [’ : A + A’ agree on X, so do they on its extension ext(X). 
We can generalize Lemma 2.5.6 to arbitrary finite number times of applying ext to 
X. Formally, 
Lemma 2.5.7 (Monotonicity with ext and eBHs). Let A and A’ be eBAs (where A = 
(A, {K ( m E Nat})) X be a sub-family (X, {Xk 1 k E Nat}) of the family (A, {& ( m E 
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Nat}). Thus, if two eBHs i’,i: A -+ A’ agree on X, so do they on its extension 
extj(X) for all j20. 
Proof. By induction on j. 0 
Therefore, two eBHs agree on a generated sub-eBA [X] if they agree on the gener- 
ators X. Formally, 
Lemma 2.5.8 (eBHs and generated sub-eBAs). Let A and A’ be eBAs (where A= 
(A, (5% 1 m ENat})), X b e a sub-family (X, {Xk 1 k E Nat}) of the family (A, {Fm 1 m E 
Nat}). Thus, if two eBHs [’ : A + A’ and [ : A+ A’ agree on X, then so do they on 
the generated sub-eBA [Xl. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5.7 and Theorem 2.4.9. 0 
Naturally, 
Theorem 2.5.9 (Uniqueness of eBHs on the generated eBAs). Let A be a generated 
eBA and X be its generator. Thus, if two eBHs [I, c : A--t A’ agree on X, then they 
are identical, i.e. [’ = [. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5.8. 0 
3. Term eBA 
3.1. Constructing a term eBA 
In this section, we are to introduce the term eBA T. Apparently, the introduction is 
dominated by an actual construction. The key point is to build carriers (T, (9: 1 m E 
Nat}) from binding terms BT, and let the carriers form an explicitly closed family with 
uniform interpretations over the family. First, let us introduce an equivalence relation 
ti on binding terms BT, which is essentially a version of a-conversions in Lambda 
calculus [2]. 
Definition 3.1.1 (k on ST). G is the least equivalence relation family (on binding 
terms BT) which is closed under a-conversions, t-conversions, anti-[-conversions (t-i) 
and compositions of both function variables and binding operators, i.e. & is the least 
fixed point of _/Y& where Jti is defined as follows: for every equivalence relation R. 
(G-a) ((2 : t), (v’ : t [Z:= j])) E J&R), 
where tET and yj$!FreeVar(t)(l<j< lx’\ = ITI); 
(k-t-‘) if ((Z:u),( 3:~‘)) ER then (u[Z:=y],u’[2:=j]) E&&R), 
where {y’} C V and {j} rl ((FreeVar(u) - (2)) U (FreeVar(u’) - (2))) = 8; 
(k-4) if (t,u) E R, then (2 : t), (2 : u)) E &e(R); 
(Gcmp-1) if (tj,Uj) ER (1 <j<Ifl = lu’l), then (f(T), f(Z)) EJ%‘~,(R); 
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(s-cmp-2) if (ft;,fk) ER (1 <i&L) and (ti,ui) ER (1 <j<n), then (o(fi,i’), 
~(ftr, Z)) E &s(R); where o E Cc%,,) and IlTl) = L’. 
Note that & is the least fixed point of JY~ on binding terms BT, i.e. 6 =dr u &s(Y) 
= UjQ& J&(8 w h ere 9 is the family of pure identity relations on binding terms in 
BT. 
In what follows, we try to establish the validity of ti (Theorem 3.1.3). For this pur- 
pose, we show that syntactic substitutions are exchangeable with semantic substitutions 
as a first step toward the validity. 
Lemma 3.12 (Syntactic substitution vs. semantic substitution). For t E T and f t E FT, 
(m E Nat), we have that for every environment (p, ‘p) on an eBA A, the following 
holds: 
(a) ~~~]~~~~l[~]~~,cp~/~l,cp~-Oe~~~~~~~~l~l~=~U~~~~~J:=~~ll~P~~~~ 
(b) YQzl[ft]MJ31J[~j(P, cpYx’1, cpW[hl(~, cp)lh = &U-t [Z/:= fJ%lh cp), 
where f’ and f-u are a list of distinct function variables and a list of function terms 
with compatible arities to f’, respectively. 
Without diverting our main interests, we refer to Section 5.1 in [29] for substitutions 
involved. 
Proof. Combining (a) and (b) with structural induction on binding terms BT. q 
Theorem 3.1.3 (Validation of relation k). k-equivalence is sound, i.e. p% q implies 
~4pj(p, cp) = se[qj(p, 40) for every environment (P, cp). 
Proof. Induction on j of J&(9), since both JZS is monotonic and its least fixed 
point is k. Cl 
Let [t] be {t’ E T ) t’ % t} for tET, and [ft] be {ft’EFT,I ft’kft} for ftEFT,. 
We will give the term eBA T below, but we avoid the terminology of “term eBA” 
before its verification. 
Definition 3.1.4 (Carriers and interpretations from ST). Let 
(i) P”] be {it] I 1 E T); 
(ii) glftl([u’])=[t[?:=Z]] if ft=(.?: t); 
(iii) for cr~C(~,,), its interpretation cT be a functional such that aT(G,ytl, [a) = [o(ft, 
91, where ! = 16 I = Ifti, n = I?1 and Qtl is the list g[ft,l, s[ftzl,. . . ,g[+l. 
For simplicity, we sometimes refer f t(Z) as f t 11~~1 [Z:= ?‘I, where x’= f t I 121 (see 
their definitions for Irn and /Im in Section 5.1 of [29], i.e. Definition 5.1.2). 
Since & is an equivalence relation, this guarantees the well-definedness of Defini- 
tion 3.1.4, i.e. the values do not depend on their representatives. Thus, we can also 
simplify [t] and glf,l as 01~1 and l lft], respectively. This is to emphasize the fact that 
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they can be generated from the indices t (ordinary term) and ft (function term), 
respectively. 
In what follows, we will verify that such a construction yields an eBA (Theo- 
rem 3.1.9). First, we show that the construction satisfies the extensional&y (Lemma 
3.1.5). It is followed by a verification of that functions are closed under compositions 
in the family constructed in Definition 3.1.4 (i.e. Lemma 3.1.6). Third, that the family 
is explicitly closed is examined (Theorem 3.1.7). Last, the uniformity of the interpre- 
tations of binding operators (BOs) is established (Lemma 3.1.8). To be explicit, let 
T be ([T], F), where 9 is the family {Fk 1 k E Nut}, and & =dr{gtftI ( ft E FTk} for 
each k E Nat. Thus, we have the following. 
Lemma 3.1.5 (Sext). For ft,fu E FT, (m E Nut), if for every [tj] (1 <j<m> 
sr~tl([~l)=h~fu]([~l) then ftk.ffu. 
Proof. TO verify this, just let tj be Zj E V such that zj $ FreeVar(ft) U FreeVur(fu) U 
{Z[j_1}; and by (h-t), (Gx) and transitivity, you can get it (i.e. k-ext); where .?‘[j_l 
is the prefix list of the list Z with total j-1 elements. 0 
Next, the family T is closed under function compositions. Formally, 
Lemma 3.1.6 (Closedness of compositions in PT). Let g[ft] be the function gener- 
ated by f t E FT, (m E Nat), and g be a list of functions generated by a list f-t of func- 
tion terms where f ti E FTk (k E Nat). Then, l [ft)o($) = •[(~:fu)l, where f u = f t( Irn [j := 
?‘I, ti= fti]]k [y I=.?], fti]k=y, and xj@(FreeVur(ft) U UIGiGkFreeVar(fti))n V 
(1 G.i<Ix’]). 
Proof. By ti-ext (i.e. Lemma 3.1.5). 0 
Theorem 3.1.7 (Explicit closedness of FT). Y([T]) is explicitly closed. 
Proof. By case analysis and Lemmas 3.1.10 and 3.1.6. 0 
The next lemma is about the uniformity over the family 9’. 
Lemma 3.1.8 (Uniformity over 9’). For a o E Zlfi,~) with JG 1 = C, let f’t be a list 
offunction terms such that the ith element fti of f’t has arity k+mi, and all elements 
in list f-u share a same arity k. Then, 
a=o(?j,,)=h, 
where x’ are not free in f’t and 121 = k; gi = curryk,,i(O[ft,)) (1 <i <,!); g$ = .,.fu,l 
(1GjQn); h=~[(;:vcf;,;))l such that fUi=(_?: ftiI(k+m, [?:=Z,~]), fti(k+m, =Zi, and 
yj 9 FreeVur(f ti) U (2) U (7 [j-l}; and Vi= fujllk [1;;‘:=2] such that fujlk =I$. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1.6, (S-M), (Gext) and Lemma 3.1.5, curryg,(g[fq)([tl], [tz], . . . , 
[tk]) can be generated by [(F : ftIJk+m [Z:= c j])], where Z=ft(k+m and yj is a YE V 
such that y $FreeVu~(ft) U [$, FreeVar(tj)] U {y’[j-l}. 0 
In other words, Lemma 3.1.8 says that oT is uniform over F([T]) for each (T E C(,s,). 
Therefore, it is appropriate to say that T is an eBA, and the term e&4 will be used 
to refer it. 
Theorem 3.1.9 (Term eBA). T= ([T],F([T])) is an e&l. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.7 and Lemma 3.18. 0 
Lemma 3.1.10 (Role of non-free variables). 
(i) 1. ifx $FreeVur(t), t$= tc[x := t’], where x E V and t’ E T. 
2. ifx@FreeVar(ft), ft$= ft@[x:=t’], where XE V and t’E T. 
(ii) 1. for all m30, if f $FreeVur(t), tG=tG[f := ft’], where f EF, and ft’EFT,. 
2. for all m>O, iff $FreeVur(ft), ftc= ft@[f := ft’], where f EF, and ft’EFT,. 
Proof. By structural induction. 0 
3.2. Generatability of the term eBA 
In this section, we show that the term eBA T can be generated together by its 
ordinary variables and function variables (Theorem 3.28). First we seek a syntactic 
-4 
counterpart S of ext. The one provided below is not a direct counterpart but it is close 
enough to serve our purpose. 
Definition 3.2.1 (Syntactic extension 8). Let /? be a pair (X, {& / k E Nat}) where X 
is a subset of ordinary terms T and & is a subset of function terms FTk with arity 
k 30. We define 3 inductively as follows: 
1. ~(~)=dfXU{ftl(m[~:=~]IftE(X,-FF,)AtjEX(l~j~m)} 
U{f(Z)I f E(X,n&)AtjEX(ldj<m)} 
u{o({t,t,)loEC (*,n) A fti EXm,(l <i<e)Atj EX(1 <j<n)}, 
where G = 1 r7i I ; 
2. ~k(~)=dfXkU{(~:t)IXjEV(l~j~k)AtE~(X)}, for k>O andXi#Xj (ifj). 
For convenience, let So@) =y and s cj+1(_?) = S(Sj(z)) for j 3 0. We show that 
g(_?) is a proper extension of 2. Formally, 
Lemma 3.2.2 (Boundness of 5). For X C T and & & FTk (k >O), we have the 
following: 
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(a) $2) C T and $&-?) C FTk for k > 0, where the subscript k in &&?) indicates 
the arity; 
(b) G’(2) C: T and s!(2) 2 FTk (k 2 0), for every j > 0. 
Next, we show that 3 is monotonic under the usual set inclusion order. Formally, 
Lemma 3.2.3 (Monotonicity of 3). (i) %(z) c $+I@), for any j 20; 
(ii) C%(Z) c Sj’@), for 0 <j q’. 
From Lemmas 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, we understand that the sequence {sj(z) 1 j>O} has 
an upper bound and it is non-decreasing. Apparently, it has the least upper bound. We 
give it as follows. 
Lemma 3.2.4 (Binding terms BT and their syntactic extensions 3). In 2, let X = V 
and & = { (2: f(Y)) 1 f E Fk for k 2 0 and xj E V}, then UjGW %(,?) = T and UjEo, 
6{(f) = FTk for k > 0. 
Lemmas 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 exhibit a relation from the syntactic extension 5 to the 
semantic extension ext. 
Lemma 3.2.5 (From syntactic 5 to semantic ext). Let 2 be the same as in 
Lemma 3.2.4. Then, 
(a) [t] E ext2(X) for t E S(2); 
(b) g[ft] E extl(X) for f t E 3k@); 
where X is a pair ({ •~~1 1 t E X}, {xk / k E Nut}) such that Xk = { l [p] 1 f t E &} for 
k30. 
Proof. The proof for the first part (a) is left out. For the second part (b), i.e. ft = 
(2 : t) for some t E S(y) and _?E V, there are two possibilities as follows: 
(i) t = y for some y E X; 
(ii) t= f(y) for some f EX, and yjEzY (l<j<m). 
For (i), if y =x; E {?} for some 1 <i < k = 121, then g[(z_,,)] = ?tk,i E e.&(X); if y $Z! 
(2) then Y[(zz:y)] = ck,[y] E extk(x>. 
For (ii>, we have g[(a:f(y ))] = l [(T:~(z))] o(~Q:~,)], y(+Z)]7.. . , •[(z:~~)]) From (i>, 
we have that l [(~:~,)] lextk(X), for 1 <jQm= Iyl and •[(~,:.f(~))~ EX,. So, we have 
g[(z.f(y’))] E e&(X). 0 
The above result can be extended to the following. 
Lemma 3.2.6 (Syntactic 3 and semantic ext with the term eBA). Let 2 be the same 
as in Lemma 3.2.4. Then, for every ja0, we have the following: 
(i) if t E 9(T), [t] E ext3j(X); 
(ii) if ft E s!(2), g[ft] E exty(X) for k >O. 
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.5, we leave the first part (i) out. For the 
second part (ii), i.e. ft E sk ~?j+’ i? ( ), _ there are two possibilities: (a) ft E s;(2) and (b) 
ft= (Xl92 , . . . ,xk : t) for some t c sJ+‘(?). 
For (a), by inductive hypothesis, we have gIftI E ext3j(X). For (b), we remind the 
reader that there are four cases below, which can be treated accordingly (the de- 
tails of the treatment are left out): (b.1) t E @(_?), (b.2) t = f (i’) for some f E F, 
and 2’ %(_?) (1 <j<m), (b.3) t = fz& [y := u’] for fu E s@?) and ful, = y and 
Uj E W(J), and (b.4) t = o(ft, ?) for some o E C(s+), ft; E s&(2) and tj E @(ii?) 
(hint: using Lemma 3.1.8, (s-a) and the extensionality). 0 
Therefore, 
Lemma 3.2.7 (Term eBA and the least closure of ext). (i) ottI E UiEw extj(X), for 
each t E T; 
(ii) g[ftj E Uj_ extL(X) (k > 0) for every f t E FTk. 
As a summary, we have the following. 
Theorem 3.2.8 (Generated term eBA). The term eBA is generatable from its ordi- 
nary variables and function variables, i.e. T = [Xl, where X = (V,?). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.7 and the fact [X] CT. 0 
To conclude this section, we give an explicit connection from the semantic extension 
ext to the syntactic extension 3 below. 
Lemma 3.2.9 (From the semantic ext to the syntactic 5). Let ,? = (X, {xk 1 k E Nat}) 
and X=({op] 1 tEX},{XkIkENat}) w h ere Xk={*[ft] 1 ftEXk} for k>O. + -+ 
(a) For any err] E ext(X), we have that there is a t’ E S2(X) such that l [p] = .[(I. 
(b) For any g E extk(X), we have that there is a ft E 3@?) such that g = hLft]. 
This lemma can be generalized to the following. 
Lemma 3.2.10 (Monotonicity from semantic ext to syntactic 5). For any j >O, we 
have 
(i) ij” [t] E extj(g), then there is a t’ E s2j(z) such that [t] = [t’]; 
(ii) if g E ext/($), then there is a ft E SF<,?) such that g = hlfr]. 
Unlike first-order algebras, the verification that the term eBA T is generatable is not 
trivial, From this non-trivial generatability, we are ready to consider the extendability 
of the universal property (i.e. the freeness) from first-order algebras to second-order 
eBAs. This is the subject of next section. 
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4. Universal property - free eBAs 
This chapter is to show whether the term eBA T is a free eBA (Theorem 4.5). If 
this is the case, then when F, = 0 for all m 2 0, then the corresponding term eBA is an 
initial object in the category of eBAs (provided that there are always countably infinite 
ordinary variables). First, we give a definition for the “freeness” below. 
Definition 4.1 (Free eBA). Let SC be a class of eBAs, and let A be an eBA which is 
generated by X, i.e. A = [Xl. If for every A’ E SC and for every mapping [’ : X -+ A’ 
of both a function from X to A’ and functionals from X,,, to 9:’ (m E Nut), there is 
an eBH [ : A + A’ which extends [’ (i.e. c(a) = 5/(a) for a EX and c(g) = c’(g) for 
g E & where k E Nut and X is a pair of (X, {Xk ) k E Nut})), then we say A has the 
universal mapping property for G~C over X. X is called a set of free generators of A, 
and A is said to be freely generated by X. 
Theorem 4.2 (Free eBAs and the unique extension of their eBHs). Suppose A has 
the universal mapping property for % over X. Thus, tf we are given A’ E ZC and 
a map i’ : X + A’, then the extension [ of the map <’ such that [ is an eBH from 
A to A’ and it is unique. 
Proof. By Theorem 25.9. Cl 
Next, we provide a relation between eBHs and the generated sub-eBAs. 
Lemma 4.3 (eBHs and the generated sub-eBA). Let [’ : A 4 A’ be an eBH and XC A, 
then i’UXl> = K’GU. 
Proof. Just check the following: (a) [‘(ext(X))=ext(i’X); (b) for all j>O, 
[‘(ext’(X)) = extj(j’X); (c) c’(UiENat extj(X)) = lJjENnt extj([‘X). 0 
The following is to provide the uniqueness between free eBAs. 
Theorem 4.4 (Isomorphism between free eBAs). Let A and A’ have the universal 
mupping property for % over X and X’, respectively, and 1X1= IX’I. Then, we have 
A 2 A’, where A, A’ E JtT, and g means “isomorphic”. (Note. IX]= IX/( is short for 
both 1X(= IX’/ and lxjl= IX,‘] for k E Nut.) 
Informally, Theorem 4.4 says that the “freeness” is unique in the sense that if two 
eBAs have the universal mapping property over a same class x of eBAs and if their 
bases share a same cardinal@, then these two eBAs are isomorphic. 
Theorem 4.5 (Freeness of the term eBA). Let V be a set of ordinary variables with 
1 VI = No, and F be a family of Fk function variables such that \Fkl = No with arity 
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k E Nat. Then, the term eBA T has the universal property for the class of all eBAs 
over (V,F). 
Proof. By Theorems 4.2 and 3.2.9. 0 
So, the term eBA T is a free eBA. 
5. Binding congruences (eBCs) and their quotient eBAs 
For first-order algebras, a congruence is an equivalence relation preserving function- 
ality (or compositionality). However, an extensional binding congruence (eBC) cannot 
be as simple as that. There are some extra requirements to be considered, e.g. con- 
stants, projections, and compositions of functions, i.e. certain care is required to deal 
with them. Also, since function spaces are parts of carriers, the extensionality has to 
be considered as well. Formally, 
Definition 5.1 (eBCs). Let 19 be a family of the equivalence relations on an eBA A. 6 
is said to be an extensional binding congruence (eBC) on A if r9 satisfies the following: 
(eBC-ext) (g(Z), h(Z)) E 19 for every do A” iff (g, h) E 29, where g, h E F*(rn E Nat); 
(eBC-camp-I) (fj,bj) E 29 for each j implies (g(Z),g(g)) E 29, where g E Pm and la’/ = 
Ib( =m; 
(eBC-camp-2) (gi, hi) E 6 (for every i) and (ai, bj) E 6 (for each j) implies (cr*(&?i), 
CJ*(&Z))E~~, where cr~Z(e,~) with IGTiJ=e, gi,hiEFmi(l<i<4) and 
aj,bj EA(~ <j<n). 
Considering the analogy between eBAs and first-order algebras, a similar analogy 
between eBCs and first-order congruences is as follows. An eBC is a generalization 
of a first-order congruence, although it takes function spaces into account. However, 
an eBC is not as general as a first-order congruence since it cannot be as arbitrary as 
a first-order congruence, and it commits itself on certain primitive functions. Therefore, 
the well-definedness of eBCs is not obvious, and we examine it below. In other words, 
we are to show that an eBC preserves the function compositions (Lemma 5.2) and the 
uniformity (Lemma 5.5). 
Lemma 5.2 (eBCs, compositions and uniformity). (a) (g, h) E 19 and (gi, hi) E 19 Cfor 
each i) implies (g(g), h(i)) E 6, where g, h E 9$ and gi, hi E 4 for m E Nat, 1 =$ i <m 
and k E Nat; 
(b) (gi,g:) E 6 (for each i) and (hj,hj) ~ti (for every j) implies ((0” o (g;‘,h’)), 
(a* o (g;‘,h:)))E 29 f or o E C(d,n) with IlTil = /, and k E Nut, where gy = curryk,,,(g{) 
andg!E9-kfm, (j=1,2)for l~idf, andh;ERk (i=1,2)for l<j<n. 
Proof. For (a), it is by (eBC-ext). For (b), we know that there are three cases: (b.1) 
(G,,, Cm,b) E 19 if (a,b) E 6, (b.2) (n,,i, nnm,i) E 6 and (b.3) curryk.,(s)(Z) = g 0 (Cm+,, 
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c ,,,ra2,. . . , C,,,, , Il;lm) for a’ E Ak, where I$,, is the list rr,, I, K,,,,~, . . . , rr,,,,,. So, by 
(eBC-ext), we have (b). 0 
Similar to the first-order quotient algebras, we turn to the quotient eBAs 
(Definition 5.7). Firstly, 
Definition 5.3 (Quotient family). Let 6 be an eBC on an eBA A. Then, a/I_9 =df{b E A 
i(a,b)E19} foraEA,andg/6=dr{hE~~1(g,h)t29}forgE~~. 
It can be easily checked that o/S is well-defined, i.e. the values do not depend on 
their representatives. Furthermore, let 6 be an eBC on an eBA A. Then, we define the 
following: 
(i) for m E Nut, g E 2% and aj E A, l (g/29)($8) =df g(Z)/8 (later, we will use g/8 to 
refer to l (y/8) for simplicity); 
(ii) for m E Nat, 1 d i Gm, and k E Nat, given g E &, and hi E .&, (g/8) 0 (z/8) =df 
(9 O 6) )/G; 
(iii) for 0 E c(s,,) with 161 = e, gi E &+,,,, (IGiG{) and hjEgk (l<j<n), (a*@) 
o (cu~~yk,&j/@‘@fl) = df cr* o (curvy,,&j),~))/6. It is easy to verify that the ( 
above definitions of o/9 are well-defined, i.e. their values do not depend on theit 
representatives. 
Therefore, we can define P/29 =df {A/6, &$J~E,,ar) where .9$/19 = {g/r9 ( g E Fm} for 
m E Nat. Below, we will show that 9/S preserves the “explicitly closedness”. 
Lemma 5.4 (Explicit closedness of P/6). P/r9 is explicitly closed. 
Proof. By case analysis. 0 
Next, we concern of the uniformity of interpretations of BOs in P/29. 
Lemma 5.5 (Uniformity of 9119). For each o E I(+), o*/19 is uniform over P/8. 
Proof. Obvious by the definition of o/6. 0 
Since l ,V preserves both the explicit-closedness and the uniformity, we arrive at that 
A/d is an eBA. That is, 
Theorem 5.6 (S/19 and eBA). Let A be an eBA and 8 be an eBC on it. Then, (A/6’-, 
F/d) is an eBA. 
Finally, we define a quotient eBA from both an eBA and its eBC. Comparing with 
the first-order quotient algebras, the existence of second order quotient eBAs are not 
as apparent as we expect. 
Definition 5.7 (Quotient e3A). Al-9 is said to be the quotient eBA of an eBA A by 
an eBC d iff A/19 = (A/8, P/6) and .JzZ~*“~’ = J&‘~/I?. 
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Recall the comment after Definition 5.3; the well-definedness of o/6 can be viewed as 
that for each environment (P, 50) if (d l[&, Vp), d Uql(p, (p) E 6 then (&PI I[PB(~~, vp/d) = 
C&P) Uc?l~P/~, (P/q. In other words, this means that the quotient eBAs preserve the 
satisfactions. 
Let A be an eBA and 29 be an eBC on A. The natural map VB : A -+ Al19 is defined 
by (a) ~(a) =df a/6, (b) vB(g) =df g/6 and (c) ~(0~) =df 0*/*. We are to demonstrate 
that the natural map is an eBH. Formally 
Lemma 5.8 (Preservations of vd)). 
(v-cons) vti(CkJ = Ck,vs(a); 
(v-proj) ~#(rr&)=rrE’~) for 16i<k; 
(v-cmp) vdg 0 (h) > = w(s) 0 b(h)); 
(v-unif) v+(o* 0 (2, Q) = f$*/@ 0 (g’l, v~($)) where (T E Cl+) with ]rTi] = e, gi E &+m,, 
g: = curryk,,, (gi ) and gy = curry k,,,(Vti(gi)) (1 <iGe>, andhjE% (1 <j<n>. 
Proof. By the extensionality. 0 
Therefore, 
Theorem 5.9 (vd and eBH). Let 19 be an eBC on an eBA A. Then, the natural map 
vg from A to A/t9 is an onto (surjective) eBH. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.8. Cl 
Later, the natural map vd is referred to as the natural eBH associated with the 
eBC 19. Analogous to first-order algebras [5], we define a new eBC over a quotient 
eBA as follows. Suppose 6 and 29’ are eBCs on A and $ g b, i.e. 6 C 29’ and 19, C t9; 
for m E Nat. Later, we will simply refer to them as 29 C ti’. Then, we define a dou- 
ble eBC as follows. Let 8’/6 =df { (g/d, h/g) 1 (g, h) E 79’). We have Lemma 5.10 and 
Theorem 5.11. 
Lemma 5.10 (Double eBC). Zf 29 and 19’ are eBCs on A and 19 C IJ’, then 19’/29 is an 
eBC on A/6. 
Informally, this lemma says that a double eBC 6’/6 is an eBC on quotient eBA 
A/t?. Furthermore, from a double eBC we can obtain a double quotient eBA. The 
relationship among these eBAs, their quotient eBAs and their double quotient eBAs is 
as follows. 
Theorem 5.11 (Double quotient eBAs). Zf ti’ and 6 are eBCs on A and 29 C 6’, then 
the map i’ : (A/6)/(19’/19) + A/d’, dejined by {‘((a/6)/(6’/?9)) =df a/19’ and (‘((g/19)/ 
(ti’/S))=df g/f?‘, is an extensional binding isomorphism (i.e. a bijective eBH or an 
isomorphic eBH). 
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Considering the quotient eBAs, we relate the generated eBAs with their quotient 
eBAs below. That is, 
Theorem 5.12 (Generated eBAs and their quotient eBAs). Let A be an eBA gener- 
ated by X. Thus, if 6 is an eBC on A, then its quotient eBA A/G can be generated 
by Xl19 (i.e. A/I? = [X/d]). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, we know that the natural v8 is an eBH. Hence, by Lemma 4.3, 
we have that A/i? is generated by X119. q 
From first-order algebras, we understand that the purpose of introducing congruences 
and their quotient algebras is to provide a general framework to work on kernels of 
homomorphisms. This is a crucial step toward the success of Birkhoff’s approach. We 
intend to follow this in what follows. 
A first-order congruence plays two roles. They are (a) an equivalence relation pre- 
serving compositionality, and (b) yielding an quotient algebra. However, these two 
roles are tied to each other in first-order case. The situation is different for eBAs, i.e. 
these two roles are separated. Corresponding to (a), there is a concept of the binding 
core of an eBH; and the binding kernel of an eBH corresponds to (b). Informally, a 
pair of elements are in the binding core of an eBH iff they share a same image under 
the eBH. Formally, 
Definition 5.13 (Binding core 6’;). Let 5 : A + A’ be an eBH. Then, the binding core 
of { (the core of 5 for short), written as o,, is a pair (V, { 0’ 1 k E Nat}) where V is 
a relation on the ordinary objects of the eBA A and Ok is a relation on the functions 
of the eBA A with arity k E Nat such that V ==df { (a, b) E A x A 1 [(a) = i(b)} and 
ok =df { (9, h) E %i x fi 1 i(S) = i(h)}. 
However, the above basic requirement on a relation obtained from an eBH is not 
enough to be the binding kernel of the eBH. The reason for this is the extensionality 
of eBCs. We introduce kernels of eBHs as follows. 
Definition 5.14 (Binding kernel of an eBH). Let [ : A -+ A’ be an eBH. The binding 
kernel of [ (or simply kernel of [), written as Ker(c), is defined as the least pair 
(R, {Rk / k E Nat}) on an eBA A such that the following hold: 
(a) R is an equivalence relation on ordinary objects (i.e. RCA x A); 
(b) & is an equivalence relation on functions with arity k (i.e. Rk C qkA x gkA); 
(c) @ CR’, i.e. both V C: R and vk C & with k E Nat; and 
(d) ker(I?) CR’, where ker is defined as follows: 
ker(l?‘) = R’ U {(g(Z), h(6)) ( (g, h) E RL and (ai, bj) E R’} 
U { (fl*<it a-), a*(K g)) 1 (gi. h;) E Rhr and (Uj, bj) E R’} 
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and 
ker&‘) = Rk U {(g, h) E 9: 1 (g(Z), h(6)) E R’ for every (ai, bj) E R’} 
for any relation R’ on A. 
To see the difference between 0~ and Ker(iJ, we have the following two facts: let 
A and At be eBAs, [ : A --+ A’ be an eBH and g, g’ E .&. 
(I ) (g, g’) E 0; implies (g(Z), g’(Z)) E 0~ for every ZE Am, and 
(2) (g,g’) EKer([) iff (g(Z),g’(a’)) tKer(i) for every a’EA”; 
For a concrete example, let C (li;,+ = 0 when rii # F (i.e. essentially a first-order sig- 
nature); one can take A = (9, d) to be an eBA with the signature such that L& is the 
interpretation of BOs and 9 = (A, { Fm ( m E Nut}) where A = {a, b, c} and Pm is some 
part of full function space from A” to A closed under constant functions, projections 
and compositions with arity m 3 0; and let A’ be another identical eBA with A and an 
eBH [ is a family of both a function from A to A’ and functionals from &, to 9; for 
m t Nat. More specifically, 
(i) the “object” function c maps both a and c to a, and it maps b to b, i.e. 
( 
a if l =a, 
i(o)= b if l =b, 
a if 0 =c. 
and 
(ii) the “function” functional [,,, from &, to 9; is almost the identity functional 
between these two function spaces except that functions like constant function C,,, 
whose image is constant function C,,, not C,,, for m E Nat. 
Since the number of functions in the full function space of Am + A is 33m with 
m E Nut, i.e. 27 if m = 1 (see Table l), we only give the details of both Vc and Kerc 
for the case m = 1. Note that to preserve the compositionality of [ both F,(A) and 
g,‘(I) have, at most, 15 hmctions in total; i.e. they are 
{~d,f,,fzrf6,f7,Cl,c,Cl,b,94,g~,ho,Cl,nrhzrh6rh7,hs); 
otherwise there is a contradiction for [ being an eBH, e.g. consider go in Table 1 
which does not belong to the above collection because of the following: 
Go)(a) = i(so)(i(a)) = i(so(a)) = i(a) = a 
and 
i(so>(a> = HsoNRc)) = i(go(c)) = i(b) = b. 
On the other hand, this case of go can be regarded as a justification for working on 
an explicitly closed family of functions in eBAs instead of their full function spaces. 
Also, this situation will not appear if the eBA A is the term eBA T regardless of what 
the other eBA A’ is (guess why?). 
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Table 1 
Full function space of {a, b, c} -+ {a, b, c} 
213 
a ifx=a 
id(x) = b ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
( 
a ifx=a 
f1(x)= a ifx=b 
C ifx=C 
( 
a ifx=a 
h(x) = C ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
f3(x)= b ifx=b 
{ 
b ifx=a 
C ifx=c 
i 
b ifx=a 
f4(x) = a ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
i 
b ifx=a 
fs(x)= C ifx=b 
C ifx=c 
1 
C ifx=a 
.I&) = b ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
1 
C ifx=a 
.f7(x) = a ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
c ifx=a 
C,,,(x) = c ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
a if Y=a 
go(y) = b ify-b 
b ify=c 
a ify=a 
Bl(Y)= 
1 
a ify-b 
b ify=c 
l 
a ify-a 
YZ(Y) = c ify-b 
b ify-c 
cl,b(Y) = 
{ 
b ify=a 
b ify=b 
b ify-c 
i 
b ify-a 
94(Y) = a ify-b 
b ify-c 
( 
b ify-a 
gs(Y) = c ify=b 
b ify-c 
1 
C if y=a 
96(Y) = b ify=b 
b ify=c 
I 
C if y=a 
97(Y) = a ify-b 
b ify-c 
C if y=a 
B(Y) = c ify=b 
b ify-c 
a if z=a 
ho(z) = b ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
a ifz=a 
cl,,(z) = 
i 
a ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
{ 
a ifz=a 
h2(z) = c ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
1 
b ifz=a 
h3(z) = b ifz=b 
a if z=c 
1 
b ifz=a 
h4(z) = a ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
i 
b ifz=a 
/25(z)= c ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
( 
c ifz=a 
k,(z) = b ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
1 
c ifz=a 
h7(z) = a ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
C ifz=a 
h(z) = c ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
Since [ is the “identity” on Pm x 9$ (where Pm = 9;), 01 is the “identity” relation 
on 9j but Ku-1 properly contains 01 with extra 
1 
(cl,,,fl), (Cl,a,f2), (Cl,a,f7), (id,f6)> (idhO) 
(Cl,a, h2)3 (id, h6), (Cl,a,h7)> (Cl,a,h8), (94tg5) 1 
and their reflexive and transitive closure. Interested readers are encouraged to work 
out the rest and compare the difference between binding core 0; and binding kernel 
Ker(S). 
Furthermore, keeping our previous analogy between eBAs and first-order algebras, 
we know that the binding core and the binding kernel becomes almost the same if 
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A - AIKer(C) 
\ , 
c 1 
A’ 
Fig. 1. Commutativity. 
the signature C has the property Cl++) = 0 for every fi # E. The possible difference is 
on the carriers of function spaces. If we disregard this, then the binding core and the 
binding kernel are the same. 
Anyway, a first-order kernel is a first-order congruence and yields a first-order quo- 
tient algebra. In contrast, a binding core is not necessarily an eBC, but a binding kernel 
is, and it yields a quotient eBA (Theorem 5.16). The next lemma is to justify this point 
of view. However, let us verify that Definition 5.14 yields an eBC (Theorem 5.15). 
Theorem 5.15 (Kernel and eBC). Let {: A -+ A’ be an eBH. Then, Ker(<) is an eBC 
on A. 
Theorem 5.16 (Kernels and their corresponding quotient eBAs). Let [ : A -+ A’ be an 
onto (surjective) eBH. Then, there is an isomorphic eBH [: A/Ker([) + A’ such that 
[ = [ o vi where vc =df V&([) (the natural eBH associated with the kernel Ker(c)). 
That is, the diagram in Fig. 1 commutes. 
Proof. The key point of the proof is the coincidence between the core 0~ and the 
kernel Ker([). This coincidence is because of that [ is an onto eBH. The rest is just 
a routine check. 0 
Now, we come to the key issue of Birkhoff’s approach, i.e. whether the “onto” 
condition on [ can be withdrawn from Theorem 5.16. To seek a general answer to this 
question, we are led to the admissibility, which is the subject of next Section. 
6. Admissible freeness 
Referring to Theorem 5.16, can we weaken the condition “onto” so that we still 
have the diagram (Fig. 1) commutes? To answer this question, we introduce a concept 
of the “admissibility”. The essence of the admissibility is the extensionality. 
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Definition 6.1 (Admissible eBHs). Let i: A -+ A’ be an eBH. Thus, [ is admissible iff 
the image of the eBA A under the eBH [ is a perfect sub-eBA of the eBA A’, i.e. 
i(A) < A’. 
In other words, the eBH [ : A + A’ is admissible, sometimes written as [: A b A’ 
(the dot on top of + shows the admissibility) iff the eBH [ preserves the exten- 
sionality in its image. The following is the introduction of the “admissible freeness”. 
Definition 6.2 (Admissibly free eBA). Let 37 be a class of eBAs, and U be an eBA 
generated by X. Thus, 
(a) suppose that a map i: X -+ A’ is a family of both a function from X to A’ and 
functionals from Xk to 9: for k E Nat, the map [ is said to be admissible if the 
generated sub-eBA [i(X)] from the image of X under the eBH c is a perfect 
sub-eBA of the eBA A’, i.e. [c(X)] <A’, where A’ is an eBA; 
(b) for every A’ E X and if for every admissible map [:X 4 A’, there is an eBH 
5’ : U -+ A’ which extends the map i (i.e. the map [ and the eBH c’ agree on X), 
then, we say that U has the admissible universal mapping property for % over 
X. X is said to be the admissible free generators of U and U is said to be an 
admissible-freely generated by X. 
By Theorem 25.9, for an admissibly free eBA, we have the following: suppose U 
has the admissible universal mapping property for G+? over X; thus, if given A’ E X 
and an admissible map [:X -+ A’, then there exists an unique extension [’ of the map 
[ such that [’ is an eBH [’ : U + A’ and they (c and [‘) agree on X. 
Considering different admissibly-free eBAs, we have the following. 
Theorem 6.3 (Isomorphism between admissibly free eBAs). Let U and U’ have the 
admissible universal mapping property for SC over X and X’, respectively; and let 
/X/ = (X’I (i.e. 1X(= IX’\ and lXkl= IX,‘1 for k E Nat), then U and U’ are isomorphic, 
i.e. USU’ where U,U’EX 
The admissibility makes the difference between the binding core and the binding ker- 
nel disappear. In other words, it means that the “admissibility” eliminate the difference 
between binding kernels and first-order kernels, see Lemma 6.4. 
Lemma 6.4 (Coincidence of kernels and cores of admissible eBHs). Let I: A-+A’ be 
an admissible eBH, then Ker([) = 0;. 
(A proof hint: @c is an fixpoint of ker in Definition 5.14 under the admissible 
condition) 
Some examples of eBHs which have the coincidences between binding kernels and 
binding cores are: either (i) these eBHs with surjective images on their base level, or 
(ii) these eBHs with the one-to-one (i.e. l-l or injective) mapping on their base level. 
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Considering the binding kernel of an admissible eBH and its quotient eBA, we have 
the following. 
Theorem 6.5 (Kernel of an admissible eBH and its quotient eBA). Let [ : A -+ A’ be 
an admissible BH. Then, there is a one-to-one (i.e. l-1 or injective) eBH [ : A/Ker 
([) -+ A’ such that [ = [ o vc (see Fig. 1). 
Proof. Define c(g/Ker([)) =df c(g). By Lemma 6.4, it is well-defined and is a l-l 
eBH. 0 
The importance of the admissibility is established by a few subsequent results, which 
are summarized as one important fact, i.e. Theorem 6.6 is the best result we can have in 
Birkhoff ‘s approach. Recall that the essence of Birkhoff’s method is the equivalences 
among the following three (1) satisfactions of algebras, (2) kernels of the algebras and 
(3) satisfactions of the corresponding quotient term algebras. We proceed as follows. 
Lemma 6.6 (Injectiveness of eBH t). Let [: A +A’ be an eBH and [ : A/Ker([) --+ A’ 
be another eBH such that c = [O vc; then, [ must be l-l (see Fig. 1). 
Proof. Let g’/Ker([), h’/Ker(i) E A/Ker([) and [(g’/Ker([)) = [(h’/Ker([)). Since (the 
natural eBH associated with the kernel of the eBH c) vc is onto, there exists g, h E A 
such that vi(g) =g’/Ker([) and vc(h) = h’/Ker({). Therefore, for every such a pair 
of g and h, we have to vi(g) = to vi(h), i.e. [(g)=[(h). So, (g,h) E 0~ C Ker([), i.e. 
g’/Ker([) = h’/Ker([). 13 
See Fig. 1, this lemma implies that if the diagram commutes then the eBH starting 
from the quotient eBA must be injective. Consequently, the original eBH which we 
start with, must be admissible, see Corollary 6.7. 
Corollary 6.7 (Admissibility and commutativity). Let i : A -+ A’ be an eBH and [ : A/ 
Ker([) + A’ be another eBH such that { = to vi; then, the eBH [ is admissible (see 
Fig. 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, the image of the eBH [ is a perfect sub-eBA. So is the image 
of the eBH [. 0 
From Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.7, we understand that the admissibility is a nec- 
essary and suficient condition for the diagram (Fig. 1) to commute. Because of 
this, we claim that the admissible completeness (Corollary 8.11) is the best result 
in Birkhoff’s approach for eBAs. However, some potential improvements are discussed 
in Section 9.3. 
Theorem 6.8 (Admissibility and double quotient eBA). Let [’ : A + A’ and < : A + A” 
be eBHs and Ker(i) C Ker(i’) such that the eBH [’ is admissible and the eBH [ is 
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Fig. 2. Quotient eBA and double quotient eBA. 
onto; then, there exists a new eBH [‘I : A” + A’ such that these three eBHs commutes, 
i.e. [‘=[“o[. 
Proof. See Fig. 2, and we define 5” =df r^l o i,c~,c) ov(~I/c) o [-I, where t is a l-l eBH 
by Theorem 6.5. c-’ is an isomorphic eBH by Theorem 5.16. v^cc,,r, is an isomorphic 
eBH by Lemma 5.11. 0 
The following two lemmas provide the fact that eBCs are closed under intersections. 
Lemma 6.9 (Intersection of two eBCs). Let 19’ and 6 be eBCs on an eBA A. Then, 
their intersection z9’f119 is also an eBC on A. 
Consequently, 
Lemma 6.10 (Intersection of eBCs). Let Y be a class of eBCs on A. Then, its 
intersection Y is an eBC on A. 
As a result of both Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.7, we define the admissible BCs 
with respect to either an eBA or a collection of eBAs as follows. 
Definition 6.11 (Admissible eBC 8). Let A be an eBA and X be a class of eBAs. 
Thus, 
(a) the admissible eBC 8~ on the term eBA T with respect to the eBA A is defined 
to be the intersection n;,.r._aKer(i); 
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Fig. 3. Admissible environment and admissibly freeness. 
(b) the admissible BC 8~ on the term eBA T with respect to the class X is defined 
to be the intersection nAE,,_ 8~. 
Next, we give two conditions under which the composition of two admissible eBHs is 
admissible (Lemma 6.12); or more precisely under which the admissibility is preserved 
by a composition of two admissible eBHs. 
Lemma 6.12 (Admissibility under compositions). Let 
onto) eBH and [: A’---) A” be l-l (or admissible) 
[ o [’ : A -+ A” is an admissible BH at either case 
[’ : A-+ A’ be admissible (or 
eBH; then, their composition 
Theorem 6.13 (Admissibly free quotient term eBA). Let ‘&(%) be the quotient eBA 
T(X)/~T where I% =X/d,; then, it has the admissible universal mapping property 
for J? over % where ST is a class of eBAs. 
Proof. (1) By both Theorem 5.12 and Lemma 4.3, the quotient eBA ?,,(I%) can be 
generated by %. (2) Let c be the admissible eBH as in Fig. 3. We have three cases 
(2.a), (2.b) and (2.~) below. 
(2.a) By Theorem 4.3, the composition co vjx [x can be uniquely extended to an 
eBH [’ : T --+ A. (2.b) The admissibility of the eBH [ is preserved by the uniquely- 
extended eBH [’ because of that i’ is admissible can be obtained by a similar proof 
of Lemma 6.12 where the eBH [ is admissible and the natural eBH vzX is onto. 
(2.~) Hence, by Theorems 6.5 and 6.8, there exists an eBH f’ : %“(2) --) A such that 
[’ = p o VJ~ where I’ [x = [, since Ker(vdx ) = dx 2 Ker(i’) and the natural eBH vd, is 
onto. 
(3) i^‘(x)=i^‘oV~r(X)=~‘(X)=~ovg~~x(X)=i(~). 0 
Although the quotient term eBA T is not a free eBA, it is admissibly free. Neverthe- 
less, combining both Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.7, it implies that the quotient term 
eBA % is admissibly free cannot be improved to (totally) free in Birkhoff’s approach. 
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The central idea of Birkhoff’s approach is to capture the equality by the kernels. This 
can be done in first-order algebras simply because both the cores and kernels coincide 
with each other. This coincidence does not hold in general for eBAs. Therefore, we 
turn to introduce admissible binding equations instead of binding equations (BEs). This 
is the subject of next section. 
7. Admissible binding equations 
Analogous to first-order algebras (see [S] or [29, Ch. 21) we can define the following: 
(a) A /==e~~ p cv q (or A + p N q for short) iff Se[p](jj) = &[q]($) for all environment 
(P, cp); 
(b) a class zK’ of eBAs satisfies peq, written as &‘” ken* p=q or simply S? k p=q, 
iff each member A of x satisfies p N q, i.e. A k p-q for every A E Xx; 
(c) let I& (or r as an abbreviation) be a set of binding equations (BEs), we say 
that Z satisfies I&, written as ~6 k eu~ rnr (or simply S? k r), iff x k p 2 q 
for each p N q E I&; we also use Modx(l&) (or simply Mod(T)) to denote the 
class of the eBAs whose member A satisfies I&; 
(d) &E L.BA P”4 ( or in short q=ppqq) iff Ai==& implies Akp=q for 
each A. 
Furthermore, an environment p’ is said to be admissible iff its image can generate 
a perfect sub-eBA, i.e. [,?( V U F)] is a perfect sub-eBA. Then, we can define the above 
concepts accordingly in the context of the admissibility. Formally, 
Definition 7.1 (Admissible satisfaction LA). For ordinary term p,q E T and function 
terms (with arity m)p, q E FT,,,(m E Nat), we define the following: 
(i) A LA pe q (or A kp- q) iff &[p](p’) = &[q](j?) for every admissible 
environment p’ on A; 
(ii) XbApzq (or XkpNq) iff Akp-q for each eBAAEx; 
(iii) xbAr (or xkr) iff XFp-q for each pzqEr; 
(iv) Admr(T) (or simply Adm(T) when C can be decided by context since the (bind- 
ing) signature C is assumed to be arbitrarily fixed) is defined to be {A 1 A br}; 
(v) r bA p-q iff for each eBA A, A kr implies A kp-q; 
(vi) ix(x)=df {p-q / sf b$,$ P-q), where LK is a class of eBAs and X = 
(V,{fi IkENat}). 
For Definition 7.1, we make the following remark. 
(1) if A+p-q, then Abp-q where A is an eBA. 
(2) Mod(T) cAdm(T), where r is a set of binding equations (BEs). 
On the other hand, suppose that r’ and r2 are two sets of BEs, let p N q E r’ iff 
Adm(T) Fp Y q; and let p’ N q’ E r2 iff Mod(T) + p’ N q’. Then, we know, in general, 
(3) neither p E q E r’ implies p E q E r2 
(4) nor p’ E q’ E r2 implies p’ 2i q’ E rl. 
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Essentially, these are the relations between the satisfaction k’ea~ and the admissible 
satisfaction /&. More discussions on this will be resumed in Section 9.3. 
Lemma 7.2 (Effect of an eBH over an interpretation). Zf [ : A + A’ is an eBH, then 
i(~UPll(p’)) = ~‘lIPK5 O p’). 
The above lemma implies that the effect of an eBH over an interpretation is com- 
pletely determined by the effect of the eBH over the environment of the interpretation. 
By exploiting this result, we have the following. 
Lemma 7.3 (Admissible BEs and admissible eBHs). Let X be a class of eBAs; then, 
SC- k-J = 4 isf i(Ql ) = &%I) f or each admissible BH < : T ---$ A and every A E x 
Proof. By Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 4.3. 0 
Lemma 7.3 implies that the admissible equality can be completely captured by 
admissible eBHs. Consequently, we have 
Theorem 7.4 (Admissible BE and admissible eBC). % kp p q zf (oIpl, l [sl) E &, 
where X is a class of eBAs. 
Proof. “d’: We suppose (~1, ~1) E & and given an eBA A E K Let [ : T + A be 
an admissible eBH. Then, we have 8,~ C Ker(i). So, there exists an eBH 4 : $y(%) -+A 
such that [ = [ o ~8~. Hence, 
i(.[p]) = i’o V& (Q]) = i 0 VS, (.I41 ) (since Ker(v.r) = 9~) = ~(QI ). 
Consequently, x b z q (since for every environment (p, cp), there exists an eBH 
5 : T + A such that the environment (p, cp) and the eBH [ agree on X or Y U F). 
‘9”: We assume ~$5 b ~q, i.e. for every admissible eBH [:T(X)-+ A where 
A E %C, we have i(oIpl) = [(QI). In other words, (*IpI, ~1) E Ker([). Therefore, since 
the previous membership does not depend on each individual eBH [, we have (oIpI, l I4I) 
E nizTiA Ker(lJ. Again, this membership does not depend on each individual eBA 
A E K So, we have (oIpI, ~1) E &. 0 
Informally, Theorem 7.4 expresses that the admissible equality is totally decided by 
a certain eBC. Similar to a Birkhoff’s theorem, we have a theorem below. Formally 
Theorem 7.5 (Admissible Birkhoff’s Theorem). The following three statements are 
equivalent: (1) x !&N q; (2) (~1, ~1) E 9.x; (3) i.(k) b = q. 
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) was established in Theorem 7.4. We only 
consider the equivalence between (2) and (3) below. 
(2) + (3): We have that for every admissible eBH [ : T j ?x(%) there exists an eBH 
i^ : f&(k) --) &(%i> such that [ = vd, ail. This is because of Theorem 6.5, Corollary 6.7, 
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and the equivalence between (1) and (2). So, we have that (or,,), l t4j) E 8~ implies 
%4X) FJJ = 4. 
(3) + (2): We have that ‘&(X) kp-4 implies ~4~(o[~l) = v~,(o[~J), since the 
natural eBH vdr is admissible. Hence, we have (acpl, l L4l) E 9~. 0 
The above result shows that the admissibility is indeed a remedy to Bid&off’s ap- 
proach. Furthermore, it shows that the admissible BEs are captured by admissible eBCs, 
and this, in turn, can be captured by the term eBA T through a certain way. The re- 
maining problem is to catch the certain way syntactically. This is the subject of next 
section. 
8. Admissible completeness of the equational logic t&A 
Analogous to the first-order fully invariant congruence [5], we introduce the admis- 
sibly invariant eBC to characterize the eBC 8~ over a class LYZ” of eBAs. To motivate 
the definition of the admissibly invariant eBCs, we need the following lemma. Namely 
Lemma 8.1 (Binding substitutions on T). Let 6 be an eBC on the term eBA T. For 
every eBH [ : T ---t T/19, there exists an eBH I: T + T such that [ = [O ~8, i.e. the 
diagram in Fig. 4 commutes. 
Proof. For each x EX and each f EX,, let us fix a value in v2y’(l(x)) and in vg’(i( f)) 
for [ on X by Axiom of Choice. [Note: If [(x)=i(y) then v;‘([(x))=v;‘([(y)).] 
For readability, we keep the notation as t(x) =df v;‘(i(x)) and [( f) =df vS’([( f)). 
Since T is the free (term) eBA, i can be extended to be an eBH from T to T. 
Obviously, the restrictions of the eBH [ and the composition v$ o [ on X are equal, i.e. 
[ [x = (v+ o [) [x. By the uniqueness of the free eBA on eBHs, we come to i = v$ o 1. 0 
As you may notice, the eBH [ is actually a substitution as it is commonly called. 
This observation leads us to the definition of the admissibly invariant eBCs. Formally, 
Definition 8.2 (Admissibly invariant eBC). An eBC 19 on the term eBA T is admis- 
sibly invariant iff for every admissible eBH 5 : T + T/6, we have that (aLpI, l W) E 6 
implies (il(*Epj ), &a[41 )) E 8 
Some obvious examples of the admissibly invariant eBCs are 
(a) T x T is an admissibly invariant eBC on T; 
(b) 8,~ (Definition 6.11) is an admissibly invariant eBC on T for a class % of 
eBAs. 
To justify the introduction of the admissibly invariant concept, we provide a lemma 
below. Formally 
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Fig. 4. Binding substitution. 
Lemma 8.3 (Admissibly invariant eBC and admissible BE). Let 9 be an admissibly 
invariant eBC on the term eBA T. Then, T/t9 /+ 2 q ifs (o[~J, ~1) E 6. 
Proof. Let {f’,,?} = Free Vur( p) U Free Vur(q). So, we consider the environments over 
(73. 
“W: T/6 bp Y q M for all admissible (p, cp), Y-[p](p, VP) = F[q](p, cp). 
From these F and (p, cp), we can get an admissible eBH [: T-T/6 such that 
~_j[Pl(PY cp) = QIB(P, cp) * i(.[pl) = HYql). 
Conversely, given an admissible eBH [ : T + T/d, we have an admissible environ- 
ment (P, 4) such that ~UP~(P, VP> = ~M(p, cp) * i(ypl I= 1(w). 
Since v8 : T--+T/6 (the natural eBH associated with the eBC 19) is onto, we have 
that v~(&~Ipl )) = v4&*lqI )), i.e. ([(Al), [(.141)) E 19. Because of the admissibly in- 
variant property of the eBC 6, we have that ( l Ipl, l I4l) E 6 implies for every eBH 
i’ : T + T, (i&j 1, b,q, 1) E 6. 
“+“: Since vti (the natural eBH associated with the eBC 6) is admissible, we have 
that T/d Fp zq implies v~(Q,J) = ~~(01~1). In other words, we have (01~1, QI) E 6. 0 
The above lemma says that an admissible invariant eBC decides the admissible 
equality of its quotient eBA. This convinces us that we are on the right track. 
Definition 8.4 (Least admissible invariance containing l?). Let I? be a family of both 
E & T x T and Ek & FTk x FTk for k E Nut. Then, &d,,,(g) denote the least admissibly 
invariant eBC on the term eBA T containing 2. 
Sometimes, the eBC ti&,(@ is called the admissibly invariant eBC generated by 
_@. This comes from the fact that ?&,,@) =df n Y(z) where !P(@ is the collection 
of all possible admissibly invariant eBCs on the term eBA T containing I?. Such 
a definition is well-defined, since T x T is an admissibly invariant eBC (i.e. Y(E) # 8) 
and the property of the admissibly invariant is preserved by an arbitrary intersection 
(e.g. 4, n & is admissibly invariant if both of them are). 
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Definition 8.5 (Function 4). Given a pair (X, {& 1 k E Nut}) where X is set of ordi- 
nary variables and & is a set of function variables with arity k E Nut. Let X be such 
a pair, and the map 4 : ((Z(X))) -+ T x T be the bijection defined by 4( [p] = [q]) =df 
(*[P~,*[4~), where ((i<x>))=df {bl=[ql~ ~“qEj(2)) [~l=df (9 /p&q), and i(X) 
is a set of BEs. 
Obviously, we have ti&(&Z)) = 19adrn(r, for every Zc(T x {Y} x T)U(FT x (21) 
x FT). (Hint: see the obvious examples of previously given admissibly invariant eBCs 
and the least closure condition of the eBC ti.i)Adm for one direction of the inclusions, 
and see Lemma 8.3 to get the fact of the quotient eBA T/t9AgAdm(cj(r)) EAdm(T) for 
the other direction of the inclusions.) We state it as theorem. Formally, 
Theorem 8.6 (Least admissible invariance and admissible BEs). Z Fp N q if (o[~J, 
•[~]) E %drn(4(r)). 
Such an observation leads to a concept of admissible substitutions. Formally 
Definition 8.7 (Admissible substitution with respect o r). Given a set Z of (admis- 
sible) BEs, a substitution g is said to be admissible with respect to Z iff the cor- 
responding eBH [: T-+T (i.e. [(QI)= l a]) has the property that the composition 
v~y,,,,,(~(r~) o [ is an admissible eBH. 
We denote an admissible substitution (map) c as $E &bAdm(r). An example of such 
a substitution (map) is the identity substitution (map) Z~Sub~d&r). 
The well-definedness of Definition 8.7 is guaranteed by the fact that T is a free 
(term) eBA over all possible eBAs. From this, we can easily get a lemma. Namely 
Lemma 8.8 (Admissible BEs and admissible substitutions). Zf Adm(T) kp N q then 
Adm( r ) kpc Y q& where G E SubAdm(r). 
Proof. We simply have a corresponding eBH [ for @. Then, since the composition 
~ti~~~(b(r)) 0 i is admissible and %drn($(r)) = &dm(i-), we have that (ypl, •I~]) E &dm(r) 
implies ([(Q,I),~(Q~)) E tiAd,(,). Putting it in another way, we have that Adm(T) 
kp 2: q implies Adm(T) bp@- qa. Cl 
From Lemma 8.8, we understand that the eBC Ij.dm(r) is closed under the admis- 
sible substitutions. However, we have no feasible criteria to judge whether a given 
substitution is admissible. Nevertheless, the effect of applying substitutions to binding 
terms is completely decided by the images of the substitutions on both the free ordi- 
nary variables and free function variables of the binding terms. Luckily, there is a way 
to get around the explicit feasible criteria. That is, (a) the number of free ordinary 
variables and free function variables in each binding term involved must be jnite, and 
(b) the identity substitution ? is obviously admissible. So, by shifting the variables in 
the identity substitution ;i both to preserve the admissibility and to share the images 
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of an arbitrary substitution $ on the free variables of a binding term p, we can get 
an admissible substitution G such that pa= p<. Hence, we can use any arbitrary sub- 
stitution in practice. This completes our quest for a syntactic characterization of the 
admissible equality. To confirm this claim, we define the admissible equational logic 
I& (or simply E) as below and prove the claim in Theorem 8.10. 
The admissible equational logic l3s almost the same as the first-order many-sorted 
equational logic tao in [28, 111 (or [29, Ch. 21) except that (a) it has three extra 
rules (a), (0 and (5-l); (b) composition rule (eq-cmp) in ~_EQ is replaced by two 
rules (cmp-1) and (cmp-2); (c) its substitution is a family @ of mappings instead of 
a single mapping z; (d) meta variables are mainly binding terms p,q,r (which can 
be either ordinary terms or function terms) instead of first-order ordinary terms t,u, u 
respectively. 
Definition 8.9 (Admissible equational logic ~BBA). The admissible equational logic 
$aA (or simply tj is the same as defined in Section 7. 
Let kaa (or simply A?) be a function which produces a set ~&a(r) when given 
a set r of BEs, i.e. p E q E k(r) iff r t&~ p ~q without using the cut rules. 
Obviously, A& is monotonic, and we can easily have that p N q E u k(T) iff r &.n;BA 
P”4. 
Theorem 8.10. 4((( U~~~<r>))>=~~i)~d~(~(((r)))) 
Proof. (i) First of all, we define a new rule (adm-c), called the admissible < rule, as 
where ?Y[?:= u’] is a family of substitution functions and {?} C V. 
Then, we understand that if we define a new J&E which is alomst the same as 
the previous one except that this new A! is without the (5) rule but with the new 
(adm-{) rule, both of the old and new As are actually equivalent to each other. (Hint: 
comparing the two premises of (5) and (adm-i”) rules with both (b-sub) rule and the 
fact that the identity substitution i is admissible for arbitrary r.) 
(ii.a) 4(((l_l~J&(U)J) b 1 IS 0 vious y an equivalence relation containing 4( ((r)) ) 
(for the new A!‘). 
(ii.b) By (a) rule, (<-I) rule, (b-sub) rule and the new (adm-5) rule with the above 
(ii.a), we have #(((~~&‘na(~)))) satisfies (eBH-ext). 
(ii.c) By both (cmp-1) and (cmp-2) rules with the above (ii.a) and (ii.b), we have 
that &((UA?ua(f)))) is an eBC. 
(ii.d) By the (b-sub) rule, we get that &((UA&(r)))) is admissibly invariant. 
So, combining all items in (i) and (ii), we know 
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(iii) On the other hand, it is quite easy to see that 4-‘(ti~&& ((r)) ))) is closed un- 
der the following rules, where &i(6) =df{[~] E [q] 1 (Q+ yql) E 29) (and [p] = 
(4 I p&q)): 
(iii.a) for (a) rule, trivial; 
(iiib) for (5-l) rule, a simple exercise (hint: •I(?:u)l(oI~l) = l IUI~:=~II); 
(iiic) for (cmp-1) and (cmp-2) rules, trivial; 
(iii.d) for (b-sub) rule, an easy exercise (hint: if [E Sub~d~(r), then the composition 
V~alff?!(+(((r)))) O c V is an admissible eBH); 
(iii.e) for (adm-[) rule, we show the closeness below: suppose (*ItI,aIf~l) E 
~9~d~(~(((~)))). I 
For every (substitution) eBH [ : T -+T such that the composition 5 o v~~,,(~(((,-)))) 
is an admissible eBH. Let [(xi) be Uj (1 <j< Ix’l), we have that •I(~:t)I(oIu,I, l lUZI, . . . , 
yulF,]) = •[t[~:=~~l = i(t) and •[(~:~~)l(y~,l, yu21,. ,yuli,l> = l [P [F=CII = i(t’). Hence, 
we have (L’(f), i(O) E ~~d4(((0))), since the composition i o ~lsa~,,,($(((~)),, is an 
admissible eBH 
Then, by (eBH-ext), we get that (o I(z:~)J,*I(z:P)I) ~d~~dm(4(((0))). In other words, 
4-W4&?(W(~))))) is closed under the admissible (adm-5) rule. 
Therefore, by both (i) and the least closure condition of u ~&!‘as(r), we have 
4 (((U-&E(0))) 13 flMm(CN((0))). 
(iv) By (ii) and (iii) above, we come to ~#~(((~~~as(~))))=r9~~,J~(((f))))_ U 
From Theorem 8.10, we can infer that r bp N q iff p E q E u k&r), since rb 
p “4 ifi d.4dmc(r) iff (*M,*I~I) E $,49~d&4(((r)))) iff (*IPl,*lsl) E 4((( U ABE) ifi 
p 21 q E U k’~~(r). So, I state these observations as a corollary. 
Corollary 8.11 (Soundness and completeness of ~.&A). r kp = q if r Fp Y q. 
Although we have no general syntactic characterization of the admissible substitu- 
tions, this is hardly a limitation (see the comments before Definition 8.9). Of course, 
a general characterization of the admissible substitutions (and/or non-admissible sub- 
stitutions) deserves our future attention. 
9. Discussions 
9.1. Admissible variety problem 
Since the admissible models here seems not to be closed under products, there is an 
open problem whether there is a Birkhoff-like variety concept for eBAs such that it is 
the least closure of certain operations. On the other hand, we know that the quotient 
(term) eBA *(%) admissibly satisfies & (Definition 7.1 see (vi)) for the class X of 
eBAs. This naturally leads to a question whether there is an operation to replace the 
products of eBAs, which enables us to get a Birkhoff’s variety concept. 
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Definition 9.1.1 (Direct product of eBAs). Let Ak (k E Znd) be an indexed family of 
eBAs, the direct product A, written as A = flkElnd Ak, is defined as 
(a) g* = (s*k)k e Ind and g*(a’)(k)=g*‘(&), where (Q)~ EAk (1 <j<i&/) and 
k E Znd. 
(b) a*(Fj*,a’)(k) = oAk(gf’,gtk,. . . ,g$,,&) for k E Znd and gp E Y$ (the domain 
of F*: is Ak) and (Q)~ EAk. 
Apparently, eBAs are closed under direct products. For sub-direct products, we in- 
troduce them as follows. 
Definition 9.1.2 (Sub-direct product). An sub-eBA A (= xkEInd Ak) of nkel,,d Ak, 
where Ak is an eBA indexed by k E Znd, is said to be a sub-direct product of the 
indexed family Ak (k E Znd) of eBAs iff 
(i) A is a perfect sub-eBA of nkE,ndAk; 
(ii) 7&(A) = Ak for each k E Znd. 
Similar to first-order algebras, we introduce sub-direct embedding as follows. 
Definition 9.1.3 (Sub-direct embedding). An embedding (which means a l-l eBH) 
i ‘A + flk,Imi Ak is a sub-direct embedding iff the image [(A) is a sub-direct product 
of the family Ak (k E Znd). 
An example of the sub-direct embedding is given below. 
Lemma 9.1.4. (Natural eBH and sub-direct embedding). Zf ?& is an eBC on an eBA A, 
and nk,Imi k - 19 - Diag (diagonal relation, it is an eBC), then the natural eBH v : A -+ 
g k or g E F:(A) (m 2 0) is a sub-direct embed- II~~I,,d(Alh) Wined by v(g)(k) = P f 
The intersection of a collection of eBCs is an eBC, and it has an interesting property 
with the members of the collection. The property is formalized as follows. 
Lemma 9.1.5 (Intersection of eBCs). Let fi= nkEIad tik and 8k be an eBC on an 
eBA A. Then, the intersection kEI&(8k/ti) is the eBC diag on the quotient eBA 
A/19, where diag is the obvious diagonal eBC. 
Also, the isomorphic property among components of a product of eBAs is preserved 
by the product. Formally, 
Lemma 9.1.6 (Isomorphism and product). Zf each eBA & is isomorphic to Alk 
(k E Znd), then the product flkEI,,d Ak is isomorphic to the product flk,i,,d Ai. 
There is an simple fact about preservation of perfectness under eBHs. That is, 
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Fig. 5. Quotient eBA and sub-direct embedding. 
Lemma 9.1.7 (Perfectness and eBHs). If A is a perfect sub-eBA of an eBA A’, and 
the eBH [: A’ + A” is l-l, then the image [(A) is a perfect sub-eBA of A”. 
This lemma can be regarded as an improvement of Lemma 6.3. 
For a collection of eBCs and their quotient eBAs, the following is an interesting 
fact. 
Theorem 9.1.8 (Quotient eBA and sub-direct embedding). If A is an eBA and & is 
un eBC (k E Znd), let 6 = nkE1,,d 29k; then the quotient eBA A/6 can be sub-directly 
embedded in the product &,,t,,d A/&. 
Proof. See Fig. 5. By Lemmas 9.1.4, 9.1.5 and 9.1.7, the quotient eBA A/6 can be sub- 
directly embedded in the product &,I,,d (A/8)/(29&9). By Lemmas 5.11 and 9.1.6, we 
have that the product nkGInd (A/d)/(dk/d) is isomorphic to the product n,,,,A/&. 
0 
Theorem 9.1.9 (Admissible quotient eBA). For a class X#S, we have the admissible 
quotient eBA %“(%) E IS,P(X); in particular, tf X is closed under I, S, and P, then 
T&k) E X, where 
I(X) = {A’ 1 for some A E X and A’ ” A} (” means “is isomorphic to”), 
S,(X) = {A’ / for some A E X and A’ < A}, 
P(X) = {A’ 1 A’ is a product of a subset of X}. 
There is an interesting question which comes from Theorem 9.1.9. Namely, 
Question 9.1.10 (Closure under products). Under what condition, especially a equa- 
tionally dejnable condition, X is closed under direct product? 
Also, we name the existence of the operator under which a Birkhoff-like (binding) 
variety is closed as an open problem. 
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Open Problem 9.1.11 (Admissible variety). Whether there is an constructible operator 
T over a class X of eBAs such that Adm(&) = T(X)? 
9.2. Logical relations vs. admissibility 
In this section, we will discuss the relationship between Plotkin’s logical relations 
and the admissibility. 
Definition 9.2.1 (Logical relation on eBAs). A relation [ c A x A’ is logical ifl given 
SE&* and hEe*‘, (g,h)E5m~(~ajEA,~bjEA’.A~=,(ai,bj)Ei3(g(a),h(~))~~. 
Let [ : A --f A’ be an eBH; then we have that it is logical iff for all m 2 0, g E Pm* 
and h E 9;’ such that Vaj E A.[(g(a’)) = h([(?i)) + c(g) = h. 
From this, we understand that the image of a logical eBH i has enough points to 
identify not only (a) the functions in its image function spaces [i.e. [(F*‘)] but also 
(b) all functions in the function spaces of F*‘. 
In contrast, the image of an admissible eBH [ can only identify the functions in its 
image function spaces (i.e. only (a) holds). Consequently, 
Lemma 9.2.2 (Logical and admissible). Let { : A + A’ be an eBH, then, that c is 
logical implies that [ is admissible 
This lemma implies that an eBH is certainly admissible if it is logical. 
9.3. Completeness and admissible completeness 
In this section, we will discuss more on relationship between the binding satisfaction 
k enA and the admissible binding satisfaction ken* (or between Mod(T) and Adm(T) 
for given r). It intends to clarify more on the relationship between the completeness 
and the admissible completeness of the equational logic Fen*. 
Let us start with summarizing the main results of Birkhoff’s method (see [28] or 
[29, Section 2.11 for instance) and compare these with the ones in this paper. 
From first-order algebras [5,6,8, 12, 11,281, we can get a congruence Or by given r 
through (first-order) many-sorted equational logic kao, i.e. 
(9.3.a) (X, t, u) E Or iff r tso t NXU (or usually r kao W.t ce u where t, u E TzJ(X)). 
This Or is cross-invariant so that (9.3.b) T/0,- /=EQ t =,yu iff (X, t, u) E Br. 
Therefore, we have that (9.3.~) r kso t =XU iff T/or /=EQ t EMU. 
Furthermore, by Birkhoff theorems (through the freeness), there is another congru- 
ence 6 such that 
(9.3.d) r /=ao t EXU iff T/6 +:EQ t YXU. Then, by establishing the coincidence be- 
tween t9 and Or, we have the first order Completeness of EEQ; i.e. (9.3.e) r /=EQ t =,yu 
iff r kso t =x24. 
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Similarly, we can carry the same argument about t-no to the present Fen*; i.e. (9.3.a’) 
(@[p], .[4]) E ‘&- ifl rF eBA p = 4. 
We can get that (9.3.b’) T/f+ +&A p=q iff (o[~],oI~]) Et%. 
Therefore, we have that (9.3.~‘) TF,n* p P q iff T/19r k=e~~ p N q. 
However, the crucial point of this paper is that the validation (9.3.d’) cannot be 
established by Birkhoff method (through the eBA’s freeness): (9.3.d’) r +&A p F q 
iff T/&- +=eBA p-q. That is, we do not know whether (9.3.d’) Mod(T) b;en~ p~q 
ifi T/& ~BA ppq. 
The reason for this is that the quotient eBA T/d,- cannot be established as a free eBA 
over the class Mod(T) of eBAs. We are only able to establish that T/&- is admissibly 
free over an enlarged class Mm(T), where Mod(T) C Adm(T) since A i=e~~ p cv q 
implies A keBA p P q for any eBA A; i.e. 
(9.3.d*) A&n(T) k=en~ p 21 q iff T/dr k=e~~ p E 4. 
Actually, it is easy to verify that (9.34 T/& ~~~~ p 2 q iff T/& beam pi q. SO, 
we have that (9.3.e’) r keu~ pzq iff rF’a~ p~q. 
Secondly, we know that (9.3.g) Mm(T) keu~ p P q implies both Adm(T)kCn~p E q 
and Mod(T) /==~BA pzq; and (9.3.h) either &‘?‘r(~)~&Ap~q or Mod(r) 
(=&A p ? q implies Mod( r)p&Ap ? 4. 
Question 9.3.1. What is the relation between Mod(T) +e~~ pzq and Adm(r)kCBA 
p=q? 
We know that Mod(T) C Adm(T). So, if Mod(T) 2 Adm(T), then we would have the 
coincidence between the completeness and the admissible completeness. Unfortunately, 
we are not able to establish this. In what follows, we are trying to identify where it is 
possible to cause a difference between Adm(T) and Mod(T). 
Recall (9.3.f), we know that the crucial point is that there exists a surjective eBH 
from T to T/fir. This can be further generalized to the following. 
Lemma 9.3.2. Let A = ((A, Y”), &‘) b e an eBA such that IAl <No (i.e. up to the count- 
able injinite cardinal), then A ~~~~ p N q iff A ~~~~ p 2 q. 
From this lemma, we know that A l Adrn(T) and IAl <No implies A E Mod(T). For 
the larger cardinals, i.e. IAJ > No, we can think of applying the idea of the existence of 
surjective eBHs from a term eBA to A here. In other words, we can enlarge the set V 
to V’ such that 1V’I=N>,Ns=IVI and obtain a new term eBA T( V’,F) instead of 
the old term eBA T( V,F) (see [3 1, 16, 131 for references on large cardinals). We shall 
abbreviate these two (old and new) term eBAs as T’ and T, respectively. Furthermore, 
we introduce the following: 
(i) A /=tBA p 2 q iff fi(oIp]) = fi(o141) for every eBH b: T’ 4 A; 
(ii) A k=,“,, p P q iff fi(~l) = fl(ow) for each admissible eBH fl: T’ 4 A; 
(iii) A l Mod’(r) iff A kFBA pzq for every p=q E r; 
(iv) AEA~F#(T) iff AkrBApzq for each prvq~r. 
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Note that kz& and /+A coincide with each other so that A&z(T) =,4&?“(T) as 
well as bti, and beBA coincide with each other so that Mod(T) = MO&J(T). 
Similarly, we have the equational logic FrnA corresponding to gA. Also, Fen* and 
l%4 coincide with each other. 
Recall the proof of the admissible completeness of ken*, by carefully examining the 
proof, we understand that the same proof can be carried through for FrnA so that FFnA 
is sound and admissibly complete. That is, 
Theorem 9.3.3. For any cardinal N 2 No, r k& p cv q ifs r F EBA p N q. 
Actually, there is no essential difference between beuA and F tnA except that the 
number of the ordinary variables available in F en~ is countably infinite No and the 
number of the ones available in Frm, is N( > No). In this sense, we regard both keu* 
and FrnA as identical. Also, it can be verified that 
(1) Mod(T)=ModNo(T)=ModN(T) for each N>No; 
(2) Adm(T)=AdmNo(T)> AdmN(T) for every N>No. 
So, the result of Lemma 9.3.2 can be generalized. That is, 
Lemma 9.3.4. Let A = ((A, F),sZ) b e an eBA such that No < IAl <N, then 
A %, p”q ~Zf4%p=q. 
From this lemma, we have that A E Adn?(T) and No < IAl <N implies A E Mod(T). 
So, for N > No, if A E A&n(T) and IAl = N, then A E Adn?(T) implies A E Mod(T). 
Hence, a possible difference can only lie between A&n(T) and A&#(T), i.e. whether 
there is an eBA A E A&n(T) such that A $! A&#(T) for some N > No. 
If there is no such an eBA, then Fen* is sound and complete, i.e. the completeness 
and the admissible completeness of F 
,eBA are one. Furthermore, the freeness requirement on term eBAs is too strong for 
the completeness and a weaker one like admissible freeness is enough. But we suspect 
that there exists such an eBA. However, we fail to construct an example to justify our 
suspicion. Basically, the reason for that is: if such an example (an eBA) exists, it must 
have uncountable ordinary objects (see Lemma 9.3.2); e.g. 
l in its function spaces, it has two different functions which agree on countable ordi- 
nary objects which forms a part of a perfect sub-eBA; 
l on the other hand, it may not have a perfect sub-eBA which has countably ordinary 
objects. 
We leave these as open problems. 
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